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Speech Teams Reap Honors At State
Calloway
The Calloway County High Speech and
Debate Team returned from the Kentucky
High School State Speech Tournament
with many honors. The Duet Acting team
of Randy Herndon and Randy McDaniel
was selected as the number one team in
the state of Kentucky. Danny Kingings
won third place honors in storytelling and
SheilaDarnell tegeisad faathialnee honorsin dramatics.
The Calloway debate teams won second
and third places in state competition.
Junior Varsity debaters Karen Edwards
and Gail Tucker were awarded the second
place trophy by defeating Russellville,
Morganfield, and Russell Co.; Calloway
lost in the finals by two points to winner
Sacred Heart of Louisville. Edwards and
Tucker were selected as top-speakers in
junior varsity debate.
Varsity Debators Randy Hutchens and
Tommy Riley received third place honors
by compiling a four win two loss record.
Hutchens and Riley defeated Bullitt
Central, Montgomery Co., Red Bird
Academy and Fort Knox. Riley and
nuicnens most to second place St. Xavier in
the semi-finals.
Calloway had forty-one members
competing in the Junior Varsity and
Varsity division in the state tournament.
The Calloway High team is coached by
Larry England.

Murray High

Members of the Calloway County High School speech and
debate team who
participated in the state speech tournament.

Toy Plant
Announces
Call Back
The Murray plant of Fisher-Price Toys
announced today that approximately 50
employees will be recalled to work during
the next few weeks.
According to Royal C. Kain, Murray
plant manager, the recall will begin immediately and will involve production
workers primarily.
"On a compomp-wide beds, we have
been successful in reducing some excessive inventories," Kain said. "Becaue
of a favorable shipping pattern in the fir
quarter, we are now in a position to beg
building production schedules.The Murray plant will be principally ,
involved in the manufacture of the company's Crib & Playpen line, designed for
infants from birth to 18 months.

—One injured
In Accident
Here Saturday

)r

In Our 96th Year

One person was injured in a two-car
accident Saturday at 7:29 p.m. at the intersection of 12th and Story, according to
Murray Police.
Mrs. Jesse Morris, Route Seven, was
treated and released for head injuries
suffered in a collision involving cars
driven by Ricky D. Brewer, Route One,
Hamlin, and Lancie Morris, Route Seven,
according to police.
Officers said the Brewer car was
damaged to the front end and the Morris
car was damaged to the left front.

President Minh
Is inaugurated,
Asks Cease-Fire
SAIGON (AP) — President Duong Van
Minh was inaugurated today and proposed
an immediate cease-fire and negotiations
to end the war. But the Viet Cong rejected
his overture and imposed a new list of
demands on Saigon and Washington.
A Viet Gong statement demanded the
abolishment of the Saigon administration
and its army. Western analysts interpreted the statement as an attempt to
wrest still more concessions out of the
Minh government as fighting swirls to the
capital's outskirts.
Meanvehile, at least one and possibly two
planes bombed the Tan Son Nhut air base
on the edge of the city, triggering panic in
Saigon and forcing suspension of the
evacuation of Americans and Vietnamese.
The most consistent reports said the
bombing was carried out by a disgruntled
South Vietnamese air force pilot, but they
could not be confirmed. Other reports said
lei was done by North Vietnamese pilots
flying South Vietnamese A37 fighterbombers captured when the Communists
took over South Vietnamese air bases in
the northern and central parts of the countrYIMP
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Members of the Murray High School speech team who participated in the
state
speech tournament.
Staff Photos by Dave Celaya
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25-26. The team received 10 superior
ratings, 4 excellent and 2 good ratings.
Leziee Bartholomy, dattiffitor at Dr. and-Mrs. 1JOhnk Bartholonay, was awarded
first place I State Champion)in discussion,
while Laurie Beatty, daughter of Dr. and
t
E s.
sCDu7Steot°adBeacthtya,mwpaisonarridned firx
place
temporaneous Speaking, and Jana Jones,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Jones,
won third place in dramatic interpretation. Laurie Beatty will now
compete in the Nationals at Indiana Univ.
Nationals does not host discussion and
dramatic interpretation events.
Other ratings were as follows:
Johnny Cannon and Barbara Kemper
received a rating of excellent in Duet
Acting.
Jane Suffill and Carol Teitloff received a
rating of good in Duet Acting.
Lezlee Bartholomy received a rating of
superior in humerous interpretation.
Martha McKinney- and Lisa Hill
received a rating of excellent in Prose.
Karen Jones received a rating of
Superior in reading Poetry.
In Storytelling, Chris Parker, received a
superior rating, Laura Shinners a good
rating, and Becky Sams a rating of excellent.
In Original Oratory Sheila Watson and
-Letirie-Bestty-bottrrecetvett a-rntineek,- —
Superior.
In Broadcasting, Gary Ware and
Marion Holloway received ratings of
Superior.
In Analysis of Public Address, Edwin
Garrett received a rating of excellent and
Deanna McMillen received a rating of
good.
Chaperones for the trip were Mrs.
Donald F. Junes, Mrs. Ron Beshear, Mark
Brady, Coy Garrett.
The Murray High Speech and Debate
Team is coached by Mrs. Debra James
and Allan Beane.

Blackburn Science Building
Officially Dedicated Sunday
"He touched many lives and imprinted
the sands of time. Few men were his
equal."
That glowing tribute to the memory of
the late Dr. Walter E. Blackburn served as
the keynote as the Walter E. Blackburn
Science Building was officially christened
Saturday afternoon on the campus of
Murray State University.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, made the dedicatory remarks
following the unveiling of a plaque formally naming the building in honor of the
dean of the College of Environmental
Sciences who died Sept. 20 of last year.
Mrs. Walter E. Blackburn of Murray
and Walter E. Blackburn, Jr., of Sherman,
Texas, assisted Curtis with the unveiling
In the concourse between the older and
newer sections of the building, revealing a
plaque which reads:
"Walter E. Blackburn Science Building
— Named in honor of Dr. Walter E. Blackburn who served Murray State University
as a teacher, department chairman and
dean from 1930 to 1974."
Presiding during the dedication
ceremony, which was attended by about
300 people, was Dr. Charles Howard of
Mayfield, chairman of the university's
board of regents. Dr. David Roos, minister
of the First Christian Church of Murray,
offered the dedicatory prayer, and the
Murray State A Cannella Choir under the
direction of Robert K. Baer sang.
Curris called it' fitting that this edifice
was named in honor of our esteemed
colleague . . He was an educator of
dedication and loyalty, with an abiding
concern in all whom he knew.
He noted that the building houses three
departments — Biological Sciences,
Chemistry and Geology, and Physics and
Astronomy - of the College of Environmental Sciences, which Blackburn
served as its first dean. Then he added:
"As his name is affixed to this building,
so his spirit permeates the laboratories
and classrooms, encouraging us to
emulate his standards of excellence and
integrity."
Addressing members of the Blackburn
family present for the dedication, who also
Included a sister, Miss Martha Jane
Blackburn, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. John
Blackburn, both of Paducah, Curtis called
it "a signal honor to his memory and an
expression of our dedication to his work
and his dreams."
Several people paid tributes to the
memory of Blackburn at a dedicatory
luncheon prior to the ceremony. Dr. Pete
Panzera, interim dean of the College of
envir
, onmental Sciences, prefaced them

occasion Awn

- have ilOnaeliere 'tnThonor a matt We*Nalll
loved and respected."
Cloudy and Mild with showers or thunAmong those who spoke briefly were:
dershowers likely tonight. Lows in the mid
Howard, representing the board; Dr
50s. Mostly cloudy with thundershowers
(See Blackburn, Page 10)
diminishing Tuesday.

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR — Richard W. Farrell (right), chairman of the
Department of Music at Murray State University, accepts the award as the 12th
Distinguished Professor of the Year at the alumni banquet Saturday evening.
Making the presentation is Dr. Robert Alsup, director of the reading clinic, last
year's recipient. The award is made each year by the Alumni Association.

Farrell Named MSU's
Distinguished Professor
dedicated in 1971, the recital hall in that
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
facility was named the Richard W. Farrell
Department of Music, has been chosen as
Recital Hall.
the 12th faculty member at Murray State
His portrait hangs in the Gamma Delta
University to receive the coveted
chapter room of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
distinguished professor award of the
men's music fraternity, which he has
Alumni Association.
ileavaspresentert-to-the-gatherbtrat the — nerved.na adviser. for-211-yeacs...The-poc.,
trait unveiling in 1970 followed recognition
annual alumni banquet Saturday evening
of Farrell as the guest conductor for ,the
by Dr. Robert Alsup, director -of,-the
annual President's Honor Concert.
reading clinic and last year's recipient.
An album of excerpts by instrumental
Farrell was awarded a check for $500 when
and vocal ensembles in the Department of
his selection was announced.
Music at Murray State is dedicated to
Since he came to Murray State as
Farrell. Entitled "Here's to Doc," the
director of bands in 1945, Farrell has
album has been distributed by the Alumni
become widely known as a conductor,
Association on the campus.
clinician and adjudicator at band festivals
Farrell is a member of a number of
throughout the Southeast. He has served
professional organizations and has served
as a departmental chairman since the
as a president of the Kentucky Music
retirement of Price Doyle in 1957.
Educators Association. He is also a past In his early years on the campus, he
president of the Murray Rotary Club arid is
directed the concert and marching bands
now serving as president of the Murray
conducted
ensembles,
and instrumental
Civic Music Association.
the orchestra, and taught all brass and
Before joining the faculty at Murray
percussion instruments, as well as conFarrell was a bond director and
State.
ducting classes.
supervisor in the Illinois public
music
earned
who
M.,
Marseilles,
A native of
schools for several years and played in the
both the B. M. and M. M. degrees as a
Third Army Band in the European Theater
trumpet major at Illinois Wesleyan
during a tour of military duty.
University in Bloomington, Farrell has
He is married to the former Beatrice
become strongly identified with "Campus
Alexander of Riverside, Ill., and they have
Lights" and the Quad-State Music
a son, Richard, who teaches history at
Festivals in his 30 years at Murray State.
Murray Middle School, and a daughter,
He has served as the adviser to
Kathleen, who teaches music in the Cin"Campus Lights" since 1947. He was the
cinnati public schools. Both are graduates
first Quad-State band director, a position
of Murray State.
he held for several years, and in 1972 was
awarded a Silver Anniversary plaque of - -- -Besides Farrell and /Usu.!), other past
winners of the distinguished professor
appreciation for his leadership during 25
award at Murray State are: Dr. C. S.
years of Quad-State Music Festivals.
Lowry, 1964; Dr. Liza Spann, 1965; Dr.
When the new fine arts addition was
Max Carman, 1966; Dr. Walter Blackburn,
1967; Mrs. Evelyn Linn Allbritten, 1968;
Robert K. Bare, 1969; William B. Taylor,
1970; Dr. Karl F. Hussung, 1971; E. B
Hpwton, 1972; and Miss Ruble Smith, 1973

Student Charged
On Drug Possession

UNVEILING BLACKBURN PI AQUE — Mrs. Walter E. Blackburn and Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, Murray State University president unveil the plaque during
the ceremony officially naming the Walter E. Blackburn Science Building on the
campus Saturday afternoon. Also shown (right)is Wafter E. Blackburn, jr., of Sherman, Texas, son of the man who was the dean of the College of Environmental
Sciences at the time of his death Sept. 20 of last year.

Local police have charged a Murray
State University student with possession of
controlled substance and possession of
marijuana after confiscating $8,000410,000
in contraband here yesterday.
Murray City Police said Stanley T.
McCulloch, 200 North 15th, was charged
after ten pounds of marijuana, two ounces
of cocaine, and around 600 barbituates
were confiscated in his car on a MSU
parking lot.
McCulloch is being held in Murray City
Jail this morning, and bond was expected
to be set around noon.
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MSU Alumni Hear
Dr. Donald Prince
Murray State University was described
as having "a clear and irresistible mission
. . to provide the ideas, the resources, and
the people for regional development which
will set the example for the nation- at the
annual alumni banquet Saturday evening.
Dr. Donald M. Prince of Winnetka,
chairman of the Illinois Board of Higher
Education, publishing firm executive and
1948 graduate of Murray State, warned,
however, that it must be a mission "in
feeling as well as judgment."
Speaking to a gathering of about 600 in
the ballroom of the Waterfield Student
Union Building, Prince said it Is Important
to know the needs of the region and its
people, to assess the potential resources
the university has to offer, and to make
judgments about appropriate ways to
apply these scarce resources to the most
vital needs.
But the development of priorities, plans
and courses of action Iran these deter
annaglie,ha„addert. if it
does not have feeling and does notihvolve
people.
"A university is not a computer or a
sterile warehouse of wisdom. It is alive
is people. It is ideas It is caring If

spirit. Students, staff, alumni, citizens,
friends must have a feeling for what
Murray State can and must do, or there is
no mission—only dry bones of dead plans
pla
,
0-filed in dusty drawers." '
Prince told the audience that Murray
State is unique because of its location in a
region in the heartland of America where
problems and opportunities exist which
are at the forefront of current concern:
impressive water resources, coal, oil, a
growing agricultural economy, various
pollution problems, a cosmopolitan
PoPulation with all of the urban-rural, richpoor, black-white mixes, and a great
opportunity for research to solve these
social probjems.
"In order to meet this compelling need
for service," Prince declared, "MurraY
and
ss
oceixten
mee
d t ab
,ce
ned frego
its a:
impro
envte direct
rrnmeecuslathtianisms and communications with all
outlying areas in the
_
or
institutional cooperation on an interstate
basis made possible by the
lilinois Higher
Education Cooperation Act of 1972 and
(See Alumni, Page 101
i

FISH FRY lAURTIS—The Murray Middle Sdio0-7th and 8th grade hands returned from the Park, Tenn., World's Biggest Fish Fry celebration over the weekend
with a first and second place award in their respective classes in the Grand
Parade. Drum majors, Karen Brandon, left, of the 7th grade band and Lore Landolt of the 8th grade band, display the trophies.
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Wedding Vows Read At Home

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Monday, April 28
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 7:30 p. m. with
program by Music Department.

Garden Deportment

Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.

The Newest Lib
Movement:
Monkey Power

To Hold Dinner
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a dinner party on Thursday, May 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the
club house.
Entertainment will be by the
Music Department Chorus,
directed by Mrs. Joe Prince.
ttesèrvailons slifiidT1 be made
by today ( Monday) and any
cancellations must be made by
Wednesday by calling Mrs. J. B.
Wilson 753-1889.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
J. B. Wilson, Yandal Wrather,
Lenvel Yates, J. W. Young, and
Lula White.

Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Calloway
First United Methodist
public Library at seven p. m. Church Women will meet at the
eno
Hale Chapel at 7:30 p. m, with
Recovery, Inc., will meet at the program to be on "Youth._
_
the Mental Health Center at '75."
7:30 p. m.

By—Abigail Van Buren'

0 MS by Chkrgo TrIbunr-N Y

WM* Synd ,

Inc

DEAR ABBY: I read in the newspaper that a group of
people in Milwaukee, Wisconsin organized a "Freer the
Apes" movement, also known as "The Ape Liberation
Movement."
They want to take all the apes, monkeys and gorillas out
of the zoos and cages, and put them to work in factories and
on farms. They claim that monkeys can be trained to handle
certain jobs as well as people—like picking berries or cotton
and working on assembly lines. They could even be trained
to tend bar. )No complicated mixed drinks—nigItly just
pouring beer.)
Abby, with so many people out of work. I think it's a
crime to consider putting monkeys to work instead of
people.
What is your opinion?
•
UNEMPLOYED IN W. VA,

A C,onsumer Tip
from Extension Specialists et
the UK College of Agriculture

Tuesday,April 29
Recital of Faculty Brass
Quintet, Robert Scribner and
Richard Farrell, trumpets,
David Elliott, French horn,
Raymond Conklin, trombone,
and Jeff Clarke, graduate
student, bass trombone, will be
at Farrell Recital Hall, MSU,at
8:15 p. m.

DEAR UN: Don't worry. Even though monkeys would
be glad to work for peanuts, until they can read, write and
vote, the labor unions will see to it that people get
preference.

Wednesday, April 30
Tuesday, April 29
Bowling for Senior Citizens
Ellis Center will open at ten a. will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
m. for the Senior Citizens with p. m.
table games to start at 1:30 p.
m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will ,
Murray TOPS Club will meet meet at Hazel City Hall at one p.
at the Health Center at seven p. m.
m.
Faculty-staff senior breakfast
at MSU will be at SUB Ballroom
at eight a. m.
Murray High School Band
Boosters Club will meet at 7:30
p. m. in the band room. •

Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at 9:30 a. m
with Joyce Thomas, 753-9442, as
hostess.
Kickoff coffee for ladies golf
will be at Murray Country Club.

Does the preparation
Spring music program by the
method used affect the
University School students,
Senior recital of Edward
nutritive value of meat? AcDEAR ABBY: I've never written to you before, but there
directed by Margery Shown, Riddick, Maury City, Tenn.,
cording to UK Extension
was a letter in, your column that really threw me. It was
will be at University School
piano, will be at Farrell Recital
from "Bone Tired," the young mother who wasn't able to
meats specialists, the protein
auditorium at seven p. m.
Hall, MSU, at 8:15 p. m.
get all dolled up in the morning because she'd been up half
value of meat remains unthe
night
with
a
sick
baby.
And
when
she
served
her
changed, practically speaking,
husband his breakfast in her bathrobe, he gave her the
when ordinary methods of
dickens because he likes to see his wife all prettied up at
cooking, canning, freezing, or
breakfast.
dehydrating are used HowNow I've heard everything! I'm a working woman myself,
vimerrin confeekt -ef---and I say, "Let the guy make his own breakfast."
Furthermore,like expects to look at Elizabeth Taylor-in the .
meat varies according to how
morning, his wife should lay out a magazine with the food.
it. is.. prepared Many vitamins
I'll-boCeho-never made Richard Burton breakfast.-_ are sensitive to high heat, so
LINDA
recommended cooking
methods should be used to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis B. Burkeen
DEAR LINDA: Probably not. Do you suppose if she had,
conserve these nutrients.
they'd still be together?
The most welcome gift of all is a
Ripley,
Diane
Perry,
Miss
The wedding vows of Miss Mrs. J. B. Burkeen of Murray,
Bulova
Accutron watch. So precise
And, since the B-complex
only
atthe
bride's
Tenn.,
Sellers, daughter of were solemnized in a lovely
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this letter in hopes that it
- is the Accutron tuning fork
- vitamins are water-Soluble, Carol Lynn
empire
wore
a
yellow
tendant,
'the
home
of
BarkMrs. Bernice Sellers and the wedding at the
will help some other drinking housewife who won't admit
movement that accuracy is
water in which meat is
textured
guaranteed to within a
that she has a problem.
late Woodrow W. Sellers of bride's mother on Saturday, dress designed with a low cut
case and
if
served,
should
be
cooked
neckline, puffed sleeves, and
dial. Sweep
minute a month.•
For the past seven years, I was slowly becoming an
Ripley, Tenn., and Dennis April 19.
second. Calendar.
possible.
yellow ruffled hem covered with
See our !oil selection
alcoholic, and I wouldn't face it. I gave myself all the
Willard Norvell, judge of
Bryant Burkeen, son of Mr. and
of Accutr,n models
possible excuses: The kids were getting on my nerves; my
a daisy design lace. She also
Lauderdale County, Tenn., and
now. From
husband
worked
too
hat
and
many
hours;
I
needed
a
few
floppy
drinks
to
wore
yellow
a
close family friend of the bride,
$95
to $1800.
"relax"
me
in
the
evening.
carried a bouquet of white
performed the double ring
We Have 1,000 'Rocking Chairs Just Waiting For You
I kept the house neat and managed to take care of the
daisies.
party
ceremony as the wedding
kids long enough to get them into bed, but then Mommy
Michael Manning of Murray,
stood in front of the fifteen
7 la.•a• .6. Son
would pass out with a "headache."
employer of the groom, was the
branch candelabra flanked by
Finally, my husband gave me a choice. The bottle or my
al MINN raw a am el piny min*
man.
The
best
groom
wore
a
palms.
gold standards of
family.
cal* rulers meets a sere eillooly San er
white
pants
and
tuxedo
of
black
erselli
reiders-ansiers,
First I went to a mental-health clinic. They referred me to
Bride's Dress
SA*
coat and had a yellow rose
Alcoholics Anonymous. It was a big step to admit that, at
The bride, given In marriage
11
MAY 111111
I
C VIT=
""
boutonniere. Mr. Ammons and. 28 years of age, I was an alcoholic. It was painful to realize
1.•••••••••• MONTAN&
by her uncle, Don Ammons of
•-••••,e,m
how much it affected the lives of the people I loved the
Mr. Manning wore black
Ripley, Tenn., wore a floor
most.
with
the
along
and
tuxedoes,
silk
white
gown
of
length formal
They say that most alcoholics don't go for help until they
groom's father all had white
Calendar model with subtle
organza over peau de soie
Accutron symbol dial. $200.
reach rock bottom and have lost their jobs, families and
ay •Egommilmmk:
,
0,
carnation boutonnieres.
Warrey's liwort
neckline,
a
high
designed
with
Arm 1.5 •am 7
homes.
I
was
lucky.
I
didn't
u7
have
to
fall
that
far.
mother
of
the
Sellers,
Mrs.
Cbri.
Ibsen
'We will adjust to this tolerance. if necessary Guarantee is for one year
Collere Craw• 'lied*
"Tim IfeL"
empire waist, and long sheer
I haven't quite made it yet. But I am trying with all the
organza sleeves. Her chapel bride, chose to wear a dark
How tar should a Teacher
strength I have to stay away from alcohol just one day at a
to profKt her students
green chiffon . dress, floor
train was trimrnediti lac; with
time. I don't even mind telling people I can't drink. It seems
f
i
e
length. The groom's mother
•
pearls.
that everyone knew it long before I did.
seeded
TRIP
6•
BEST PICTURE
tI
D. IN NEW BRITAIN,CONN.
Her Camelot veil was trim- wore -an ague and white floor
East Side court Square
With the
med with lace arid- seed pearls. length dress. Both had corsages
Thfinxifalfr PART II
T ACH t
We
genuine
Acc6tron power cells.
recommend
DEAR D.: Thanks for an inspirational letter. I think
of white carnations.
She carried a bridal bouquet of
Other cells not meeting Accutron specifications may cause a malfunction.
"The Teed's,"(1)
1 1 MO,• •• ii•opmin I
you're
going
to
make
it!
Reception
yellow roses, white daisies, and
ieelw. %born On, Weir
A reception followed Di the
lilies of the valley.
::SiakirasilayitiaaVirs
dining room of the Sellers' home
with the table being overlaid
with a green cloth under white
lace and centered with an
arrangement of daisies.
Silver and crystal apHOSPITAL PATIENT
pointments were used to serve
Mrs. Moselle H. Flora of
the two tiered wedding cake Murray has been dismissed
topped with bride and groom from the Western Baptist
statuette, green lime punch, Hospital, Paducah.
champagne, nuts, and mints.
Miss Elaine Sellers of Memphis,
Tenn., and Mrs. Charles Simpson of Ripley, Tenn., sisters of
the bride, served the guests.
Presiding at the guest
register was Mrs. Stephen
April 23, 1975
Springer of Memphis, Tenn., Adults 102
who, along with the two sisters, Nursery 10
had white carnation corsages.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Also present for the wedding
Baby Girl Mathis (mother
were Miss Patsy Burkeen, Jeanne P.), Rt. 4, c-o Hofford
sister of the groom, Mrs. Lovins, Murray, Baby Boy
Michael Manning, and Mr. and Carroll (mother Carolyn J.),
Mrs. David Wyatt, all of Rt. 7, Box 247A, Murray.
Murray,Grant Black of Hardin,
DISMISSALS
Miss Sharon Sellers, Mr. and
Mrs. Cindy L. Rhodes, Rt. 2,
Mrs. Lanny Sellers, Mr. and Hazel, Mrs. Theresa D. Hopkins
Mrs. Jimmy Sellers, Mrs. Don and Baby Girl, P.O. Box 24,
Ammons, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dexter, Mrs. Lottie Duncan, Rt.
*10 oz. U. S. Choice Charbroiled Club Steak
Booker, Marvin Booker, and 1, Dexter, Mrs. Kathleen V.
Tossed Salad w/Homemade Dressing
*Crisp
Mrs. Willard Norvell, all of Young, 402 N. 12th., Murray,
Potato w/Butter or Sour Cream
*Baked
Ripley, Tenn.
Mrs. Julia A. Bell, 805 Sunny
Following the reception the Lane, Murray, Mrs. Jane
2 Pieces of Toasted French Bread
couple left for an unannounced Eldridge, 509 S. 4th., Murray,
wedding trip with the bride Robbie Y. Brandon, Rt. 4,
wearing navy pants and red Murray, Mrs. Judy K. Scruggs
And A Very Friendly Smile
coat.
and Baby Girl, 315 N. 7th.,
Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen are Murray, Mrs. Clovis R. Jones,
now residing at 1908A Green- Rt. 4, Murray, James C.
briar Road, Murray. The groom Walker, Rt. 2, Box 18, Murray,
is employed with Manning Mrs. Linda D. Starks, Box 86,
4••
.__Ilazel.MrS. Donna L Almand,
Mas°F.TY C.P.TI,structioci.
The
Perkins Pancake&Steak House.Rehearsal Dinner
"1510 Clayshire, Murray, Everett
The groom's parents, Mr. and W. Hood, Hillcrest Dr., Benton,
U.S.641 N.
Mrs. 4. B. Burkeen, were hosts Bill Lyons, 413 N. 5th., Murray,
for the rehearsal dinner held Mrs. Medye L. Christenberry,
Friday, April 18, at seven p.m. Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Lillie B.
at Forsythe's Restaurant, McAlpin, Rt. 2,Cottage Grove,
Ripley, Tenn. Tenn., Mra, Lydia G. Jones, 408
Oreely
sumo.
sm*
-eiwieleMaeleareerlfertvassfvmeameneseesewlelheg011eang
• Hfousdenv.Rti 2, Hazel, Robert
'arid -Fs. Ion A/1111106 P. trornsby, 813 Olive, Murray,
entertained the out of town Robert D. Courtney, 415 Anguests with a luncheon on derson, Mayfield, Joseph M.
Saturday at their home in Kennelly expired), Rt. 7, Box
Ripley, Tenn.
MC., Murray.

For Graduation...give the
'watch-with
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Furches Jewelry

•PERSONALS X
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All Day Wednesday & Thursday

2 Hamburger Steaks for the price of
, 1...Enjoy a treat and save a bundle

Hospital
Report

All Day

Tuesdays & Wednesdays
OUR REGULAR $3.95

Buy 1 Get

1 FREE!

10 Oz. CLUB STEAK

DINNER

1
2 Pound of 100% Pure
Each One A Full /
Ground Beef From Gibson's Meat Market

ONLY $2.99

Palace

Always Open 24 Hours
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Hardie Home
Scene Of
Club Meet

Suburban Homemakers
Club Meets At Home
Of Mrs. Robert Hendon
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The Suburban Homemakers
Club met April 14 at 7:00 p.m. in
the home of Mrs. Robert
Hendon with the president, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn, presiding.
The devotion given by Mrs.
Max Farley was taken from -John 3:16. Mrs. Prentice Dunn
read the minutes and the
treasurer's report.
Eleven members and two
visitors were. present. The
visitors, Mrs. Clyd H. Miller
and Mrs. Kenneth W. Bowen
decided to become members of
the club.
The president discussed plans
for the-Tasttrig-Luncheoersiblidi
tbe,e1d May 9. She also
reported that the State
v61106 Wirbe
June 4-6 in Lexington. Plans
were made for some of the
members to furnish some
sandwiches at the Children's
Olympics, May 3.
Mrs. Roy Hancock reported
on the trip to St. Louis, stating
that it was a long and in-

irg
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S200
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Mrs. Wayne Hardie opened
her home for the meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
held on Thursday, April 17, at
1:30 p. m. Mrs. Hardie presided
in the absence of the president,
Mrs. Max Hurt.
The club voted to help furnish
sandwiches for the Olympics on
May 3 for the Mentally
Retarded Group.
Mrs. Burma McDaniel and
Mrs. Wayne Hardie reported on
the County Homemakers Trip to
St. Louis, Mo.
Announcement was made of
the state convention June 4-6.
Other members present were
Mrs. David Palmer, Mrs. Ernest Futrell, Mrs. Baron
Palmer, Mrs. Clete Young, Mrs.
Lowell Palmer, and Mrs.
Clinton Burchett. One visitor
was Miss Ginger Mitchell.
Delicious sundaes were
set ved by the hostess, Mrs.
Hardie.
The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Gusta Conner
on Wednesday, May 21, at 1:30
p. m.

The Murray Middle School PTO served as hosts tor the
Middle School teachers at a luncheon
held Tuesday. The buffet lunch was given to show appreciation to the
teachers for the work
they do with the Middle School students. According to Dr.
Willard Alls, PTO president, the PTO
annually tries to express their thanks to the teachers for their
efforts. The lunch which was served in the Middle School Home Economics room allowed
the teachers a break from the normal routine and a chance to meet the PTO officers. Teachers
and PTO officers pictured, left to
right, are Peggy Shelton, Opal Howard, Beryl Whaley, Corinne
Stripling, Ginni Hopkins, Mildred
Lowe, Willard Alls, Barbara Drake, Bob Reynolds, and Pat
McMullin.

zens will
11 at one p

ladies golf
intry Club.

Central Shopping Center
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday

Steven Paul Selwitz husband to be of Ada Sue
Hutson was misspelled in The Showcase ad in
Fridays Ledger and Times.
The Ledger and Times and The Showcase
regrets this error-

teresting day.
Mrs. Robert Hendon and Mrs.
Jack Wilson presented the
lesson on Chinese Cookery.
They prepared and served a
typical Chinese dinner complete
with
chop-sticks.
The
preparation was interesting and
the food was delicious.
Those attending and not
previously mentioned are:
Mesdames, Lenith Rogers,
Learon McGary, Harry Russell,
Billy Wessel and Leon Adams.
The next meeting will be May
12 in the home of Mrs. Roy
Hancock, 1505 Belmont at 7:00

99.

Four styles with top handles,
. Four styles with shoulder straps . . .
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88

SAVE

are sine to yo with almost any spnng

REG.
TO 5.92

$1 88

Six Different
Styles, Al! of Carefree 100% Nylon

Values to $2.88

LADIES
HALTER
TOPS

Lovely
Accent
Pieces for
Living Room,
Dining Room
or your den

REGULARLY 1.97

Reg. 7.99

Whole wheat flour has a nutlike flavor because it contains
the bran and germ of the wheat
kernels which white flour does

TATUE$ _

lineal savings on Ladies

• -Hatterftas torzoot-surnmer

lovely molded
ceramic statues
that makes nice
accent pieces
for your home.

wear Fantashc se4ec44on ci
solids, two-tone, crew necks,
v-necks, crisn-cross styles
All easy-care 100% nylon in
sizes small, medium, or large

woomilmilmwe

Your Inkdual Horoscope

SAVE
$700

Frances Drake

A Full 5'x6' In Rich,
Lusturous Colors...

FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 29, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

Tor4

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Stars warn against vacillating, changing plans or
projects before they have been
given a chance to prove

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Excellent influences! Now's
the time to launch new ventures, set forth your ingenious
ideas and make decisions
regarding future activities.
GEMINI
( May 22 to Jane 21)
Your creative ideas may need
some revision before they can
be carried out, so be sure to
study all angles of feasibility
before presenting them.

rioliP"

1.01/041=X

Double Knit
Material

GO
PLACES
EVENING...
...By Long Distance.

Rates go down after 5PM weekdays,
when you-dial the 1+ way.So you can
call more often and talk longer.
Low I + rates do not appty to 0+ dialed long distance calls. 1 +- rates do .
obply to slaticrt calls You dial yourself, or station calls placed with an
_ ...gpetatot where.igmetatorrie.rfailiop.
• •••• -rie
1* rates do not aripty to opecotot-ossisted calk suCh ct, perton-lo-pef
son. coin. hotel-motel guest credit card, collect calls, and on calls
charged to another number. including 'special billing numbers

CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Especially favored now:
personal relationships and
intellectual pursuits. Stress
your efficient and amenable
side and you can't help but earn
credits.

BATHROOM
CARPETING

•

KITS
SAVE
1 56

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't fret If Lack of ready

44:4;Z

cash temporarily delays the
launching of a pet project.
There's no hurry.
VIRGO
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Some planetary restrictions.
Shun contentious matters,
unscrupulous persons, risky
and untried ventures.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Unique ideas, thoughtfully
presented—and at the right
time—could bring new gains
now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M)
Channel efforts where they
will serve advantageously,
where your unusual talents are
recognized and appreciated
Don't be led off a constructive
course.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
The Sagittarian is noted for
his generosity, but don't let
excessive sympathy or emotions divert your altruism into
dubious causes. Use good
judgment.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) V
i
influences
Planetary
generous, generally sponsoring
new advances. A chance here to
exercise your gift of enterprise,
which is considerable.

nveV

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely active person iyIth
mentally and physically. You
have a great love of beauty and
exceptionally good taste. Many
artists, writers, designers and
theatrical stars were born in
Taurus. Paradoxically, with all •
your love of and talent for the
creative, you could be a whi7 at
finances. But if you take up
some form of business as a
career, you will probably
pursue some form of art as a
hobby. Your wholesome Outlook
1041 WAV,0134larme
of obstacle!! iffe rititItandirtg
Birthdate of: William Ranc1010
Hearst, newspaper magnAe;
Duke Ellington, piamstcomposer.

80.44
88 Wigs
REG.
1

Nyton, Bathroom Carpeting Kits in a full 5'x6'
size to cut and fit your
bathroom. Lusturous
colors of crystal blue,
carnation, gold, or
green.

Reg. 12.99

499
.NIX FOOT.REDWOOD

Lawn Chair

Picnic
Table

Aluminum, Light weight
White L Green Webbing

ROY CONSTRUCTION
IN A BEAUTIFUL STAINED
WESTERN RED CEDAR
SIZE 30"X29 1/2"X72"

$"394

Reg. Price
31.94

THREE-TIER
FLOWER CART
REG.
10.99

8
88
Three-tier Parisian cart plant
stands. Measures 25" high x 26"
long x 18" wide. 3 trays, 6-inches
wide x 21-inches long. White only

$6.94
112*

Bedding
-Plants

PLANTS ILLUSTRATION
ONLY

Indoor Flower Stand
with an Outdoor Look...

Choose from tomatoes,
Petunias, Alyssum,
Marigolds, Cabbage,
Pepper, Califlower,
Snapdragons and others

Plastic
Terr-Oval

Terrariums
Reg.'8.98

2

$4.02
4
$96

25 °°

Two Tray

Sewing
Chest
Reg. 54.99
$

$1 00
trays I

Strong. sturdy
plastic
14"k9',1' x
81
/
4" size 3 colors to
choose from.

Mix or Match
-

.4!`
.t',

uo

KOOKS

Reg. 4.94

JerfAY

AQUARIUS
•
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You rarely muddle through
things in inefficient fashion, but
may now tend to be indifferent,
careless in word or deed. Curb
such inclinations.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Certain suggestions must be
ignored; others accepted
quickly, put to discerning use.
The right choices can result in a
field day.

Famous
Name
Brand

•
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Agree Or Not

Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
tha
of providing a forum fur the free exchange of differing
Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
apistaftated articles are encouraged.
es editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to lunit
tell articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
y of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an Individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed

=

By S. C. Van Ctiron

Dear Editor:
Secretaries' Week was a noble and
gallant tribute to a group of gracious,
dedicated ladies who deserve our admiration not only this week, but at all
seasons.
Yet, this being Spring, when fancies tend
chivalrous, there is another bevy of fine,
hard-working ladies worth celebratingthose patient, friendly7courteous ladies of
the Check-out Counters, the clerks and
tenders of the stores.
Their talent for gracious poise and
pleasantry while swiftly and accurately
ringing up your purchases, waiting for you

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive ice President

Funny
Funny World
THE WITTY PEOPLE
Fulton J. Sheen: I never resort to a
prepared script. Anyone who does not have
it in his head to speak extemporaneously
for 30 minutes is not entitled to be heard.
Zsa Zsa Gabor: I've had good husbands
as good husbands go and as husbands go,
five of them went.
Victor Berge: I love the clear winter
weather in New York. you can see all the
way across the Hudson River into New
Jersey- but that's the only disadvantage.
Carroll Carroll: The most unselfish
thing you can do is go to a man's funeral
because he can't reciprocate.
Bob Hope: Las Vegas started out as a
watering hole. Now, its a milking station.
Johnny Carson: There's 6 to 10 inches of
snow in Manhattan. I understand it's so
deep back there they had to throw hot
water on the street walkers to separate
them from the lamp posts.
John Crosby: The TV critic is forced to
be literate about the illiterate, witty about
the witless and coherent about the lb_ coherent—

Let's Stay Well

Accurate Test For Iron Deficiency
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

BLASINGAME

)
44
/

United States Industrial Council

ro fumble for your money or your checkbook, though a queue of other customers
behind you keep pressing forward,
unruffled even if you drop your pen or your
coin, inspires admiration.
In these dismal days of rising prices and
problems dropping on us like a plague of
locusts, they are rays of sunshine,
reminding us of the sweeter side of
humanity.
Why not a Clerk's Week?
Yours truly,
Edwin Larson
105 South 14th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

About Those Lines

to the board.
Heariline: I just took out a health &
accident policy and paid the annual
premium in cash. Now I've changed my
mind and want my money back, but I don't
have a receipt. What can I do?-T. G.
Answer: We talked to the agent and the
company. They will refund your money in
full. Never pay in cash - never, never,
never. Pay by check or money order and
always get a receipt and be sure, tell the
agent you'll think it over if you're not sure.
Heartline: My husband only worked 10
years with the railroad. Now he's going to
retire at age 65. I'm 60, under the new law
can I retire now at full benefit.?-N. L.
Answer: No, for full annuity, you must
be 65 years old, reduced at 62.
Heartline: Will Medicare help cover a
wheelchair at home or a hospital bed'
Mr. D. M.
Answer: Yes to both if medically
necessary and prescribed by doctor.
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Sensing The News

By S. C. Van Curon
During the investigation, the ballot
FRANKFORT-Since this is a rather boxes were stored in a vault in the courlull primary election, this seems to be a thouse. When the FBI opened one of the
i;ood lime to recall some spicy incidents questioned boxes, there wasn't a ballot or
hat have happened in elections in years anything in it.
pasi.
One precinct worker under inThe vatute of limitations have long ago vestigation, asked thi
nan
whom
- i
run out on the stories that will be set forth everyone figured was responsible for
here.
burning some of the precinct ballots,
Logan County, the home of the late Doc asked, "While you were burning them,
Beauchamp,for years always reported an why didn't you burn them all?"
overwhelming vote for the statewide
candidate Doc favored.
FBI agents spent weeks trying to get
Back when Frank Albert Stubblefield some evidence on one precinct clerk. They
defeated Noble Gregory for First District tried to persuade him to sign his name so
Consumer Comments
congressman in the May primary, a they could compare signatures on some of
Frankfort reporter called Doc for the vote the questioned ballots. He held out a long
in Logan County in this race. All of the time, but finally consented. An FBI agent
other counties in the district had reported. handed him a pen and a note pad.'The man
The race was real close, but when the under question put the pen in his left hand
Logan County count was completed, and laboriously printed his name lefEd Hancock
Stubblefield had a commanding lead in the thanded in capital letters. That ended that
A consumer recently asked our office,
decreasing out-of-stock and ordering
county. In one precinct in Logan, Gregory phase.
"What are those funny-looking lines and
problems.
got only three votes and the tally -was
numbers on the wrappers and labels of my
The most controversial Part of the
something like 158 to 3.
food?"
The "floating voter- isn't an unknown
competerized system is the likelihood that
+++
This series of vertical bars and numbers
stores would discontinue marking prices
In the early 1940s when A.B. Happy term in Kentucky's election history.
is called the Universal Product Code
Some would haul men from precinct to
on each item in the store, leaving the
Clandler ran for the U. S. Senate, he didn't
(UPC), part of a new system designed and
consumer with prices listed only on the
have much formidable opposition and it precinct and have them vote under a dead
presently being tested by the supermarket
shelves. This might mean much running
was quite apparent that he would have a persons name or someone long gone from
industry, to computerize supermarket
the precinct. As I was checking a precinct
back and forth between aisles for those
bfg majority statewide.
checkout.
who wish to compare prices between, say,
However, his supporters in Harlan one election day for a story on how heavy
Under this system,each grocery product
frozen and canned corn.
County wanted to show Happy what a big the turnout might be, a man next in line
sold through retail channels in the U. S.
If you'd like to know more about the
majority they could roll up for him. The with the precinct clerk turned around and
would be assigned a 10-digit number. The
Universal Product Code, or if you have a
ote Iva.sx.cal.14Lkthat lieeembeeelection asked the Republican challenger, several
-first level[imams d form the-code nuiner for.---eenseinge tbrapjahlt, mead the attorney
•feet aviai," Mr.-B1an1, what's my name
day.
the manufacturer and the second five
General's Division oflçurner Protec.:
Of_the_ballOthatat_were brought. to heah?"
-111.anbers repreSeet a *atiltpfddt-fet:Thrniar.--iiirf
-rhei -General,
the courthouse and the count was com+++
bars correspond to the numbers.
dvision
Protection,
The
of
Consumer
pleted, before 11 p.m., something never
In a county election in Magoffin County,
At the checkout counter, an electronic
heard of before. However, the reported
Capitol - Room 34, Frankfort, Kentucky
a candidate lost by only three votes. When
scanner wth -read" the symbol and
vote was extremely heavy and Happy
40601. Kentucky consumers may call tollhe was in Frankfort one day shortly after
transmit that information to the store's
free on the consumer hotline by dialing 1swept the county.
the election, a friend asked, "Aren't you
computer, where the price is checked and
Some of the Republicans got miffed, not
800-37'2-2960.
going to ask for a recount?"
transmitted back to the cash register. The
that Happy had won, but because they
And if you like to hear more about
The defeated candidate replied, "No. If
price will be flashed to both checker and
figured it was flagrant violation of the
consumer protection, tune in Consumer
he can steal more votes than I can, he's
consumer. At the same time, a register
election laws and the Republicans asked
Survival Kit, a new TV series designed to
entitled to the office!"
tape is printed with the product name,
for an investigation.
save you money and headaches in the
+++
manufacturer, price and, sometimes,
The FBI sent in more than 20 agents and
marketplace. Check your local listings on
weight. This whole process takes only a
In earlier years, the two dollar bill
they spent about six months investigating
Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday for the
split second for each item.
always increased in circulation in Eastern
the election. Ninety-nine precinct workers
correct times and channels.
With computerization, the supermarket
Kentucky. I never could figure out why so
were indicted and some of them were
Industry hopes to lower costs by speeding
many new two dollar bills got into cirsentenced to jail after months of trials.
up checkout times and by reducing the
culation just after an election.
In one precinct, Happy got one more
Dear Consumer
of human error, by obtaining inchance
to
be
in
seem
also
whiskey
pints
of
Half
printed
for
vote than the number of ballots
and
by
information
inventory
stant
day.
demand on election
the precinct.

HEARTLINE
1-800-543-2458
-_---HEARTLINE is a service tar Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions-fast. Call Monday through
Friday from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m. or write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Remember HEARTUNE pays for all calls on its toll-free
number.
1-800-543-2450
Heartline: Do I have to take Medicare
out at age 65.
Answer: No, you do not have to take it
out at all, but if you intend to take it out you
should at age 65, because there is a 10
percent penalty in premium for every
year you go beyond age 65.-K. L.
Heartline: I am on railroad disability.
Can I make any income without losing my
pension?-C. M.
Answer: Yes, up to 200.00 per month.
You should report your earnings promptly

OPINION PAGE'

Letter To The Editor

How About
'Clerks Week'
VAN CURON

PAGES THE I

TODAY'S TOPIC: CURBING BIG GOVERNMENT
The emergence of suffocating
bureaucratic government in America
results in large measure from the
bureaucracy's power to create administrative law.
In other words, the federal bureaucracy
is given the authority to make administrative rules to put laws into effect.
In the process, the legislative mandate
often is stretched beyond what the authors
of a law intended. The ordinary citizen is
trapped in a maze of regulations.
U. S. Rep. Elliott H. Levitas ID-Ga.) is
endeavoring to do something about this
situation. He has introduced a bill ( HR
3658) which calls for a crackdown on administrative lawmaking by the federal
bureaucracy.
In a speech in the House of Representatives, Congressman Levitas noted that
"federal agencies have evolved into a
fourth branch of government with hosts of
regulations that carry the force of law
without benefit of legislation." He added
that "Last year alone approximately 6,000
administrative rules were adopted by 67
federal agencies, departments and
bureaus. In most instances, a consequence
of violating these administrative rules is
imprisonment or fine or both."
Rep. Levitas rightly observed that no
one should be deprived of his liberty or
property under decrees which no elected
official has participated in drafting. Yet
the fact is that today more rules are being
Made by -the unelected bureaticricy thin
.the elected_ Congress.,
Rep. Levitas has aptly described the
disturbing condition which exists today
with regard to bureaucratic power over
individual decision-making:
"The frustrations of going through the
administrative process; the feeling that no
one listens or cares; and the practical
inability of an individual to face up to the
faceless bureaucracy is all part of the
scene-a scene that needs changing to
make the rules and the bureaucracy more
responsive to Congress and ultimately,
thereby, to the people."

Program To Alert
Drivers On Recalls

-—
By VII ginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare
Your safety behind the wheel - or in the
passenger seat - of a car is a prime
concern of my office.
To improve driving safety, Office of
Consumer Affairs (OCA) is collaborating
with National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) on a new
program to notify consumers of tire
recalls and auto defects.
OCA and NHTSA will now be sending
tire recalls and auto defect data directly to
state and local consumer protection
agencies. These agencies will circulate the
news to consumers and to local
newspapers and radio and television
stations.
We hope that this new program will get
recalls and warnings to consumers
quickly. We hope, too, that It will reach
consumers who have not been getting this
information.
Ns new notification program -will
supplinent the present notification system
under which' manufacturers contact: (1
owners of tires and cars, as recorded in
dealers' files; and (2) NHTSA, which
•
notifies tuitional news media.
Experience with this present system has
shown that it is sometimes difficult to
locate owners of used cars. There have
also been problems in trying to register all
tire owners.
Hopefully, consumers in these twc
categories will be reached more successfully by the new joint OCA-NHTSA
notification program. Here is how it will
work:

HARRIGAN

Congressman Levitas is determined that
s this situation be changed. He observed
that "Congress now has the responsibility
of facing up to a reexamination of the
necessity of congressional control over the
administrative process." More power to
him!
Rep. Levitas would achieve this worthwhile end by creating a congressional
srw
e oui
wd
heha
revbey weida
thyesr inHouse of
Congress
which
pass a resolution disapproving of an
adopted federal regulation. Such a
resolution would have the effect of
preventing the regulation from becoming
operative.
This is important legislation which
should commend itself to thoughtful
citizens, irrespective of party or conservative-liberal orientation. Anyone who
believes in the basic principles of our 4
government ought to agree, as Rep.
Levitas said in the House, "that no person
should be deprived of liberty, or property
without someone elected by and answerable to the citizen being involved in
the adoption of a decree that can place him
in jail or impose a fine on him."
In our time, bureaucracy has become a
great octopus, holding the people in its
f"
grip. Our people need to be freed from the
restrictions which the bureaucracy imposes. Rep. Levitas' bill is a sound approach to curbing totalist government.
_
-i•
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Jo Ann Bennett and Loyd Gary Evans
have been awarded scholarships by the
Murray Lions Club.
Landis Outland died yesterday at the
Convalescent Division of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
J. B. Bell, Ronnie Ray, GLrdon Crouch,
and John End Johnson were winners in the
Shooting Dog competition.
New officers of the Calloway County
Branch of the Association of Childhood
Education are Mesdames Earl Douglas,
Eula Mae Doherty, Joe Nell Rayburn,
Mavis Mcf.,arnish, Leon Grogan, Allen
McCoy, John Perfilio, Peggy Wilson, and
Charlie Robertson.
The Kiwanis Club will hold its second
half of its donut sale tomorrow.

20 Years Ago

+Tire recall information will be supplied by tire manufacturers to OCA for
distribution to NHTSA and to state and
local consumer offices that are participating in the program.
+Auto defect data will be supplied to
NHTSA, which will forward it - with
Information on auto hazards and auto
safety inviestigations - to all participating state and local agencies.
+Local consumer offices will use their
own bulletins - as well as local
newspaper, radio and television outlets to alert consumers to safety problems.
+In addition, local and state offices will
be encouraged to notify OCA and NHTSA
whenever they receive consumer complaints about suspected tire and auto
safety hazards. This will allow for useful
local input.
To learn whether your state and community will be participating in this new
notification program, you may contact
your local consumer protection office.

Margaret Ruth Atkins, Fidelia Austin,
Shirley Chiles, Hal Houston, Mary Ellen
Jackson Jerry Roberts, Anita Rowland,
and Linda Tucker,seniors at Murray High
School, have been named to the National
Honor Society.
Fred Douglas, Kathryn Paschall,
Shirley Murdock, Marzee Jackson, Annette Crawford, Jackie Cooper, Max
Smotherman, Patsy McKenzie, Linda
Spann, Janice Adams, and Brent Adams
are members of the cast of the senior play,
"Her Emergency Husband," to be
presented at Lynn Grove High School on
April 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Novis Ezell announce the
engagement of their daughter, Nora Jean,
to Rev. Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Shipley.
Larry Woodall, Don Burkeen, Gene
Herndon, Mary Ann Boyd, Shirley Lovett,
Marjorie Wilkinson, Maudie Carr, Charles
McCuiston, Bob Parrish, Joyce Bizzell,
Pat Johnson, and Pauline Crotzer are
members of the cast of the junior play,
"Sitting Pretty," to be presented April 29
at Alin() High School.

Today-In History
Hr The 41.toriateci

Today is Monday, April 28, the 118th day
of 1975. There are 247 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date 1952, war with Japan officially ended as a treaty signed by the
United States and 47 other nations went into effect.

declared Empress of India.
In 1945, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini
and his mistress were captured and
executed near Lake Como as they tried to
escape to Switzerland.
Ten years ago: U.S. Marines were ordered to land in the Dominican Republic
during a civil war.
Five years ago: Thousands of South
Vietnamese troops deployed northwest of
Saigon amid reports that there would be
new thrusts into Cambodia.
One year ago: Former cabinet officials
John Mitchell and Maurice Stans were
acquitted of criminal conspiracy charges
in a trial in a Federal court in New York.
Today's birthdays: Playwright Robert
Anderson is 58.
Thought for today: Poise is the ability to
be ill at ease inconspiculously -Anonymous.

On this dateBefore many months. ferram cal investigator, James Cook, dable. Measures have proved eyes and nose accounts for this
In 1220, work was started on Salisbury
assay -- a new test to measure M.S., and associates noted that accurate after the removal of reflex sneezing from bright light.
Cathedral in England.
the body's store of iron -- may the confusion arises because the blood through bleeding a person. Making the transition gradually
In 1758, the fifth American president,
come into wide use. Its a test usual methods for measuring
The apparatus is expensive, from the darker area into the
James Monroe, was born in Westmoreland
iron deficiency anemia currently costing about 150,000. sunlight will lessen the tendt.ncy
that has long been needed.
ounty, Va.
Current bmethods of determin- (hemoglobin levels and Only a small sample of blood is to sneeze. A broad-brimmirl hat
In 1788, Maryland ratified the U.S. Coning whether iron deficiency ex- _hetnatocrit) are imprecise. Also, needed,and the test can be done or tinted glasses will usually
stitution.
ists in the United States have Dr. Cook pointed out that the accurately hours or days after help.
In 1789, the mutinous crew of the British
proved inadequate. Some ex- iron level in the serum of the drawing the blood. One techniI will praise thee: for thou hast
Q: Mrs Si). asks ',theater
perts estimate that as many as blood fluctuates significantly in cian can test about 100 blood
ship Bounty set Captain William Bligh and
kidney stones can bc st.•en and
heard me, and art become my
one-fifth of the population have a normal person during the samples in a day.
18 sailors adrift in a launch in the South
salvation. Psalm 118:21.
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Spending Reports Filed By Some State Candidates

Farmers Have Planned Lower 1975 Plantings For Their Major Crops
Apparently concerned over
the slow demand for products,
farmers have slightly scaled
back earlier planting intentions
for some major crops, but the
acreage levels could yield
record crops this year unless
weather disasters occur as in
1974, David E. Riley reported.
Riley noted that USDA surveys completed about March 1,
showed that corn plantings are

(expected
to be three per cent
less than last year and down
three per cent from the January
1 estimate. However, the
combined feed grain acreage is
expected to be down only
slightly, from 122.7 million in
1974 to 122.5 million in 1975. This
includes sorghum prospects of
nearly 18.9 million acres that
would be six per cent above that
of last year; oats at nearly 18.2
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ightful
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pi our
Rep.
person
operty
d anwed in
7.-e him

higher than last year, but
smaller than the eight per cent
increase that growers in 27
states reported January 1.
Soybean acreage is expected to
be 56.6 million, whereas last
year it was 53.6 million.
Planting of all wheat is expected to total 73.2 tnlllion
acres, three per cent above last
year and 24 per cent above 1973.
Wheat acreage planted in 1974
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period after the deadline "to W. Hancock, state attorney
get their reports into the hands general, reported spending
$6,602.
of the registry."
Ronald E. Butler "of MadisonAmong the candidates who
had already filed Thursday ville reported contributions of
were four of the 11 who seek $401 and expenditures of $225,
the Democratic nomination for and Lyle T. Willis of Corbin
showed $50 in contributions and
lieutenant governor.
State Sen. William Sullivan, $63.06 in expenditures.
D-Henderson, Senate president
Driving specialists suggest
pro tern, reported he has raised
nearly $71,500 and spent almost that to signal well in advance
that much in his campaign. Ed. avoids confusing other drivers.
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•36" Wide
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Some of Kentucky's candidates
for statewide office in the May
27 primary had already filed
campaign spending reports
Thursday with the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance.
The filing deadline is Friday
for the first campaign spending
reports, covering expenditures
through last Monday, and the
state Corrupt Practices Act
now gives candidates a five-day

BIG NEW SELECTIONS ...1 BIG DAYS . . STARTS SUNDAY!
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was 71.2 million,
and in 1973 it
was 59.0 million, Mr. Riley
said.
Rice growers intentions
changed slightly. They intend to
plant 2.45 mi1Jion acres, one per
cent below last year
but 17 per
cent more than 1973. If intentions are realized, the 1974
rice acreage will be the trord
largest, exceeded only hy the
1954's 2.0 million and 1974's 2.59
million.
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million acres would be ks per
cent above last year, and barley
at 10.2 million acres would be 12
per cent above last year.
''Cotton growers intend to
drop 29 per cent of their
acreage,- from 14 million
planted in 1974 to 10 minion this
year," Mr. Riley said.
Riley indicated that soybean
growers showed that their
plantings would be six per cent
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Racer Netters Pick Up
Win Over Martin, 9-0
humidity and his own faltering
By ROSS BOLING
The Murray State Racers groundstrokes before finally
may not win many tennis subduing Bucky Burstand 4-6, 6matches but when they oc- 2, 6-4. The other Racers,
casionally do, they at least win however, maintained pretty
tight control over the rest of the
them big.
Take for example, last Friday matches.
Number one ace Mike Owen
afternoon at Martin, Tennessee.
Mike Jenicke 6-1, 7-5. The
beat
the
The Racers pounded
University of Tennessee-Martin second set wasn't nearly as
Pacers without the loss of a close as the score might
single match in either doubles suggest. Tom Lie countenanced
or singles to record their fourth a little difficulty in his number
win of the year against fifteen three singles bout with Ted
losses. Of the three previous Bradshaw but came on strong to
Murray victories, one has been win 6-3, 6-4.
Del Purcell blasted Billy
a shutout against George
6-0, 6-0 at number four in
Odum
an
was
Washington U.1, another
8-1 decision over Arkansas State a match that seemed to last ten
and the other was a 7-2 minutes ( actually it lasted a
conquest, also of Arkansas St. - mere half hour) and number
five Craig Mangold easily
So even though Murray tennis tamed Marty Thomas 6-1, 6-1.
victories have been the ex- Number six Jim Lukeman
ception rather than the rule this completed singles action by
spring. The Racers have been downing Waylon Glasscok 6-2,6typically impressive when they 3.
do win.
The doubles were even less
engaging.
Only one match was ever
Owen and Boling swept past
seriously in doubt Friday afJenicke and Burstand 6-0, 6-0 in
ternoon. Number two Ross
the number one doubles. Lie
Boling struggled considerably
and Purcell beat Bradshaw and
with the stifling West Tennessee

PORTS

Odum 6-2, 6-2 at number two
and number three tandem,
Mangold and Lukeman sealed
the shutout of UTM by beating
Thomas and Glasscok 6-2, 6-3.
The Racers have one
remaining dual match this
Thursday with Southeast
Missouri at Cape Girardeau
after which they have two idle
weeks to prepare for the OVC
tournament at Eastern. As a
result, the match with SEMO,
not usually considered a tennis
power, assumes more than just
a passing significance.
"It would mean a lot if we
the tournament with
could
$.• . enter
a win, no matter who it is
against," commented Racer
coach Bennie Purcell. "Since
we're not even in the running
anymore, we're hoping for
some strong individual performances."
Owen, probably
Mike
Murray's best hope to capture a
conference singles championship, concurred with
concise simplicity.
-A win always helps," said
Owen.

Geiberger Edges Player
In Tourney Of Champs
•••

Process Of Elimination Was
Why Apodaca Became Pitcher

I I IRA!: ;- I 011
- 1717‘1
(71

way to a loss Sunday, trailing single. The teams combined for
By HOWARD SMITH
after six innings. But Dave 28 hits but no homers. Atlanta's
6-1
AP Sports Writer
started a six-run rally Dusty Baker and San Diego's
Bob Apodaca, the man the Kingman
with a single and John Grubb had four safeties
seventh
the
in
New York Mets' hope will solve
with anoth- each.
outburst
the
capped
their relief problems, says he
In the night cap, Rorie HarriYork the
New
give
to
single
er
became a pitcher by process of
son stopped the Padres on five
•
victory.
elimination.
Felix Milian singled home, hits and Earl Williams and
"I was a third baseman in
runs in the inning, Rusty Marty Perez drove in two runs
two
junior college and I got off to a
Reginald King of Birmingham, bad start in my coach's opin- Staub and Jerry Grote singled apiece for Atlanta. Williams
Ala., who is bound for the ion," said Apodaca after turn- in one each and the other run had a run-scoring single and a
by Expos' sacrifice fly while Perez got the
Crimson Tide this fall.
ing in three hitless innings Sun- came on an error
In the fourth quarter, Ken- day to preserve New York's 7-6 second baseman Pete Mack- other two runs home with a
triple and a bunt single.
tucky-Indiana cut a 17 point victory over the Montreal anin.
Harry Parker, 1-1, got the
deficit to the final six-point Expos.
New York while
margin, scoring the last eight
-He said, 'You can't hit, you victory for
3-1, took the
McNally,
Dave
points of the game.
can't run and you can't field.
loss. Larry Parrish drove in
a
like
sound
doesn't
And
that
if
James Wells,6-9 senior center
three runs for the Expos with a
Parents of local youngsters
of the Calloway County Lakers, pitcher, then I don't know what triple and single, and Gary
asked to mark the
are,
played in the contest and scored is.'
more
two
in
"I didn't agree with it," Carter knocked
dates on your
following
two points for the Kentuckydouble.
added Apodaca, "but when I with a triple and
28, 29 and 30.
April
calendar:
Indiana All-Stars.
3
Giants
7,
Dodgers
got to college I could see my
days when
the
are
Those
Willie Crawford and Lee
Later this spring, he will be limitations as an infielder and I
be held for the
will
registration
apiece
run
three
in
drove
playing in the Kentucky- didn't think I could hit well Lacy
Park League baseball program.
Indiana All-Star Series and will enough to make the majors, so for Los Angeles to back the sixRegistration will be held at
who
Sutton
Don
of
pitching
hit
be the center for the Kentucky I concentrated on pitching."
the
pavilion by the Little
16th time in 17 deStars.
Apodaca's stint Sunday won for the
League diamond and will begin
sealast
to
back
dating
cisions
He also played in an All- earned him his second save in. son and including playoff and at 5:30 p.m. each night and run
until 7 p.m.
American game earlier this as many outings as the Mets World Series games.
Persons wishing to play Park
month in Dayton and scored ran their win streak to six
inhits,
three
had
Crawford
baseball must be eightLeague
seven points for the All- games.
two-run homer, and
Elsewhere in the National cluding a
years old by July 31 and not
American All-Stars.
double.
three-run
a
belted
Lacy
League, Los Angeles beat San
have reached their 10th birPirates 2, Phillies 0
U.S. it5i
7-3, Pittsburgh
Francisco
thday by August 1.
&nes 35'S 11, King 534 13. Lainter 3
six-hitter
a
hurled
Ellis
Dock
blanked Philadelphia 2-0, Cin1-2 7. Bender 1 4-5 6, Foschi 2 (1414, WilCoaches are also needed for a
triumph of the sea:
hams 20-0 4, Carter 4 0-1 8, Rolland 3 2-2
cinnati topped Houston 6-2 in 10 for his first
few teams in the eight-team
8, Toone 10 6-6 26, Fowler 2 44 8 Totals
Willie
losses.
two
after
son
innings, Atlanta beat San Diego
35 25.33.
the first league.
twice 12-8, 4-1 and the St. Louis- Stargell knocked in
ground
a
with
run
Pittsburgh
in
A
KENTUCKY-INDIAN
Chicago game was rained out.
Crook 10 8-15 28, Drummer 6 04 12.
first, and Rennie
the
in
ball
rightold
25-yeara
Apodaca,
Sudhop 41-2 9, Casey I 0-4 2. Si tiling 3 0singled home the sec04, Fuer! 3 1-3 7, Walker 1 1-5 3, Macy 2
hander, hasn't given up a hit or Stennett
4-4 6. Elliott 5 2-2 II, Wells 1(1-0 2 Totals
ond one in the seventh. Philaseason
this
in
innings
run
42-3
a
36 17-31
rookie Tom Underwood,
and has helped shore up a New delphia
who left in the seventh with an
noleaked
that
bullpen
York
24 21I 33 18--125
muscle pull in his
15 e 27 25-69
Kentucky-babas .
ticeably as the club dropped six apparent
Fouled out: Williams, Sudhop. Total
took the loss.
arm,
right
out of its first eight games.
fouls U.S. 25, Kentucky-Indiana 27 A.
.2, 10 innings
Astros
6,
Reds
11 0:t5
the
on
The Mets appeared
citrtinr Rettetr's
single capped a fotin•air.eln_s_in-_,
nati rally iffltitlOth. An error
by Houston catcher Milt May
allowed the first Reds' run in
the inning and a hit batsman
brought home the second. Dave
Concepcion drove in the first
of them on his pair of three- minute later and did not see ac- two Cincinnati runs with a
pointers. With 8:04 left in the tion the rest of the game. But single in the second.
period, McGinnis hit a 16-foot- he wasn't needed, as Denver's
Braves 12-4, Padres 84 er, was fouled, and made the futility took over.
Atlanta broke the first game
Ronnie Ross
McGinnis finished with 33 open with nine runs in the
free throw to account for a 94points, and Billy Knight added eighth inning, three on a triple
81 lead.
2101. nee
Mee$475344118
The 6-foot-8 McGinnis picked 22. Mike Green led Denver with by Rowland Office and two 75
up his fifth foul less than a 20.
more on Dave May's pinch

United States All-Stars
Edge Kentuckiana Stars
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) Bernard Toone scored 26 points
to lead the U. S. High School AllStars past the KentuckyIndiana stars 95-89 Saturday
night in the Kentucky Derby
Festival Basketball Classic.
Toone, a 6-foot-8 native of
Yonkers, N. Y., who will attend
Marquette University next fall,
was named most valuable
player on the U. S. squad.
Kentucky-Indiana was led by
Flenoil Crook, who scored 28
points and was named his
team's most valuable player.
Crook, who hasn't decided
where to attend school this fall,
scored the first three points of
the game, but then the U. S.
stars took command and broke
out to 28-17 lead in the second
period.
The U. S. led 30-29 with 3:33
remaining in the half. Toone
made a steal, grabbed two
rebounds and added six points
to expand it to 44-37 at intermission.
Kentucky-Indiana closed the
gap to 46-43 in the first two
minutes of the third quarter but
could get no closer.
The U. S. dominated the
boards, outrebounding the
Kentucky-Indiana squad 20-9
during the period, and shot out
to a 61-49 margin, getting eight
points in the quarter from

He slumped over, his hands putt six or seven feet short.
By BOB GREEN
dangling in despair as it just And he missed that. It was a
AP Golf Writer
bogey and he and Player were
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Geiberger got some help.
title in the Tournament of him his seventh title in 16 years
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DENVER
"I didn't want to go back out peanut butter and jelly sand- McGinnis could scarcely consecond thoughts, too.
said,
said.
"She
he
*di,"
"Now I'm going home to there," the soft-spoken, easyasked about
'Here, eat this. We need every- ceal his glee when
South Africa," said the globet- going, mild-mannered G-eiberthe American Basketball Assowe
We're
pulling
can
thing
get.
rotting Player. -It's 10,000 ger said of the playoff. "I was out all the stops."
ciation's three-point basket
miles. I'm leaving tonight. And just holding on. I had to pull
The frail, skinny Geiberger rule.
"I think it's the most excitinto
I'll tell you one thing Ten myself together to make myself has, hail a habit of muncpio*
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that
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game around."
feet, perhaps less, on the play- hole of regulation
over Player. He Publicized in his 1966 PGA nabefore,
minutes
Only
off hole that would have ex- one-stroke lead
35 feet tional championship.
McGinnis had used a pair of
tended the tourney at least an- put his approach some
of
look
a
said,
"You
he
know,
from the cup and needed only
bombs to bury the
other hole.
amazement spreading across three-point
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The 109-90 triumph Sunday
It's my secret weapon."
gave the Pacers a 3-2 edge in'
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He biedied.the hole and won,
best-of-seven series.
collecting $40,000 from the total the
Game No. 6 is scheduled for
= purse of $200,000. Player, who
Injust missed his birdie after a Wednesday night in
-3 magnificent, hooking second dianapolis. A seventh game, if
= shot on the playoff hole, had necessary, would be played Saturday night in Denver.
10,000 miles to think about it.
"I've never seen a team lay
down and die like that," a deTo Play In Game
LUBBOCK, Tex. AP) — jected Larry Brown said after
Three more players have been his Nuggets dropped their secsigned to play June 21 in the ond straight playoff game at
15th annual Coaches All-Amer- home. Denver only lost twice at
home during its entire 42-game
ica football game here.
Baylor Coach Grant Teaff, regular-season schedule.
To avoid elimination on
7.1 who will lead the West team, Wednesday
night, the Nuggets
I
signed one of his former playwill
need
to
shake the lethargy
Neal
Jeffrey,
E
E- ers, quarterback
E who led the Bears to their first that gripped them Sunday, esE
3
Southwest Conference football pecially in the final quarter.
Indiana, scoring eight of the
title in 50 years last season.
East Coach Steve Sloan, for- last 10 points in the third perimerly of Vanderbilt but now od, carried a 79-77 lead into the
1-E coach at Texas Tech here, final quarter.
=
I added two players. They are After McGinnis and Denver's
—Hours: 6 a. m.-9 p. m.—
Michigan's David Brown and Dave Robisch traded baskets,
Miami middle guard Rubin the Pacers reeled off he next
NIMMIONIMIE
111111111111111MINOI
1111111111111111111111111811M1818111011181111111111111111111
nine points. McGinnis had six
Carter.

Park League To
Hold Registration

innisi-ThreePoint Gerais Carries Pacers Past Nuggets

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
... on car
Tame."

in Aurora

Serving Ky. Lake Catfish, Bar-be-cue I
Ribs, Steaks and Chicken.
71.
.
i
We would like to invite our
.
friends and new customers
=-.4
i=
out to eat with us.
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In Spite of "Tight Money". . .

"Me you telling us
a homeowner can
still get a large loan?"
Right.

CASH
ADVANCE

Even with today's money crunch, we can loan
you a lot of cash .. . now. For any purpose you
have in mind. Because you're a homeowner.
Let's face it, when it comes to loaning really big
money these days, we have good neWS-TaTiedi5re—
that
like you. So call or stop by. You'll find
still
we're
down,
tightening
are
though others
homeowners.
to
credit
giving a lot of
Try us for size!

fltiiirichicilO 0:Large loans for homeowners.

$2,500

48

$73.11

$3,512 16

1
_

$3,000

re

$3,500
$4,000

PLAN IN

MONTHLY TOTAL
Al
NO. of
MONTHS PAYMENTS PAYMENTS N, 1

eo

Puma Crack Red
Puma Crack Blue
Puma Warm-Up
Puma Match

_

$87 83

5410624

1

$90.41

$5,424.60

1,

$10373

$6.193.80

I, 7644

Joe Namath Swinger Blue
Joe Namath Swinger Green
Ladies Volly
Ladies Master
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Hunter Hurls Yanks To
Win For His First Win
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Tigers 5, Red Sox 4
AP Sports Writer
Ben Oglivie drove in three
Catfish Hunter almost earned runs, two with a homer, as the
his $3 million in one fell swoop Tigers made three in a row
Sunday.
over the Red Sox and remained
He came within four outs of atop the AL East. Ron LeFlore
pitching the New York Yan- snapped a 2-2 tie with a solo
kees' first no-hitter since Don homer in the fourth and an inLarsen's perfect game in the ning later Oglivie unloaded his
1956 World Series, finally set- first homer of the season after
tling for a three-hit 10-1 Dan Meyer singled. Bernie Cartriumph over the Milwaukee bo hit two homers and Dwight
Brewers in the second game of Evans had one for Boston.
a doubleheader.
Orioles 6, Indians 1
And it came just when the
Jim Palmer, continuing his
New York Yankees were start- comeback from major arm
ing to wonder whether the fel- trouble, notched his third victolow they shelled out all that ry, stopping Cleveland on seven
money for was the same pitch- hits. Palmer, 7-12 last year
er who won 88 games in the after four consecutive 20-victolast four years for the Oakland ry seasons, was supported by
A's. He brought an 0-3 record an 11-hit attack which included
and 7.36 earned run average a solo home run by Ken Singleinto the game.
-ton.
"I might have gotten more
"He's throwing the ball as
publicity by losing than win- good as he ever did," Manager
ning," Hunter said. "I think it Earl Weaver said of Palmer,
will settle down now."
who has an 0.78 earned run avHunter had to share the erage, having given up only 22'
spotlight with Milwaukee's hits and three earned runs in
Hank Aaron, whose two-run
342-3 innings while winning
double in the Brewers' 7-0 vic- three of four decisions.
tory in the opener enabled him
to tie Babe Ruth at the top of
A's 7-1, Angels 1-9
the all-time RBI list with 2,209.
California's Bruce Bochte
Hunter allowed Milwaukee drove in three runs with a
only a third-inning walk and
homer and double in the nightcap and then was hit in the
had retired 15 batters in a row
when rookie Sista Lezcano
head by a pitch, triggering a
sixth-inning melee. The A's
stroked a single between third
and short with two out in the took the opener 7-1 as Vida
Blue fired a five-hitter and beeighth. Tim Johnson followed
with a bloop single and Robin came the first five-game winner in the American League.
Yount homered with one out in
the ninth, spoiling the million- He has lost once.
aire right-hander's shutout bid.
Bochte was struck on the hel-

Btrty Hits 387-Wrace
Warriors' Win Over Bulls
By ERIC PREWTIT
'AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND t AP ) — "They'll
come back," Rick Barry predicted of the Chicago Bulls, facing that challenge largely because of Rick Barry.
The Bulls acicnowleged they
have a long way to come back
after Sunday night's 10749 loss

to the Golden State Warriors in
the opening game of the National Basketball Association
Western Conference finals.
"If we play like that again,
we'll lose in four games," said
Chicago Coach Dick Motta.
"But we won't."

'Barry shook lose for Wpoints
against the Bulls' highly rated
defense in the opener but said
that in game No. 2 in Chicago
Wednesday night, "I'm sure
they'll do some things differently. We'll have to adjust."
The Chicagoans will have to
make offensive adjustments
too. The only close score after
three periods Sunday night was
Barry versus Bob Love, the
Bulls' forward who finished
with 37 points.
Love scored 23 of Chicago's
39 points in the first half, including 14 of their 15 points in
the second quarter.

knocked off the man's glasses
and cut his mouth.
When the estimated crowd of
5,500 wasn't laughing or watching in amazement, they were
cheering Ali, chanting his name
and booing Foreman. All was
at ringside acting as a television commentator.
Foreman, making his first
public ring appearance since he
was knocked out by All last
Oct. 30 in Zaire, expressed satisfaction with the event, but the
five opponents agreed that he
was not the same fighter he
used to be.
Boone Kirkman was the other
man to last three rounds. The
other three opponents failed to
get through the second round.
Foreman stopped Daniels and
Alonzo Johnson and knocked
out Judge.

_
SIX GREAT
CHAMPIONSHIP
COURSES!
4 DAYS
3 NIGHTS
PLAN INCLUDES:
Spacious bedroom • Color TV

15-holes Golf Daily
on one of 6 courses
3 golf balls—choice of brand
3 Breakfasts • 3 Dinners • Enjoy steak,
Prime Rib, Lobster Tail
Entertainment weekends.

seVairhan
U. S. HIGHylAY 90 AT OAKMONT PLACE
BtLOXI, MISS. • TEL (eon 3$1-1000

fld '
COMPLETE
Info:

per person dbl. occupancy
$21 00 daiy after three nights
from Sept t to May 30
Arrangements available for
3rd person sharing room
Does not include taa .
or gratuity
Deposit policy—S25 00

Direct Jet Service
.Southern Airways
from 35 cities

ADDRESS
CITY, STATE

ZIP

Connors Erases Doubts
As To Who's Number One
By PATRICK ARNOLD
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Jimmy Connors has erased any
doubt — even in the minds of
the Australians — who is the
world's No. 1 tennis player ...
and he gained himself a half
million dollars in doing so.
Armed with confidence, speed
and accuracy, Connors defeated
No. 2-ranked John Newcombe
Saturday in an internationally
televised match at Caesars Palace 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, 6-4.
And today, Australian newspapers crowned Connors the
world's best, though none professed a liking for the irascible
tennis star.
"John Newcombe, looking
like a tired old man, doffed his
hat to Jimmy Connors, the
young hell-raiser of tennis," the
Sydney Daily Telegraph said.
But the newspaper went on to

say: "For a sportsman, cornpetilor and all-around good
bloke, we couldn't ask for a
better emissary,"
The Melbourne Sun-Pictorial
carried this headline: "Smash
and grab raid by the king of
ballyhoo."
The victory was the first in
four matches the 22-year-old
southpaw from Belleville,
has played against the 30-yearold Newcombe, of Sydney.
Connors collected an estimated $500,000, while Newcombe got about $300,000.
"I don't think there is any
doubt," Newcombe said. "He
must be No. 1.''
Connors. who has made $700,000 this year, said after the
match he may not have another
big-money match until next
year.
They can be overdone," he
said of the challenge matches.

By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAPI -Barring a blanket finish in
Tuesday's Derby Trial, the
field for the 101st Kentucky
Derby shaped up today at 15-16,
saving Churchill Downs the
task of having to invoke its new
20-horse limit_
Foolish Pleasure, Prince
Thou Art, Ekobolo, Avatar, Sylvan Place and Master Derby
head the field for what could be
the best horse race the Derby
has presented in a decade.
John L. Green's Foolish
Pleasure, beaten only once in
his lifetime, had his first workout over the Churchill Downs
track Sunday, going seven furlongs in 1:27 4-5.
Frank McMahon's Diobolo,
winner of the California Derby
in track record time, took the
track an hour later and went
six furlongs in 1:14 4-5.
For the other Derby probables, it was more like Sunday,
with a few galloping easily
around the track, walking inside their barns or just munching grass and sunning themselves.
The Derby Trial is expected

Kickoff Coffee
Set For Wednesday

Colonels Take 3-1 Lead
In Series With Spirits

By PAUL LeBAR
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP)—The Kentucky Colonels. may be set to
--Wrap up. tk,at Divial0r1
American_ Basketball ASSfra"
ation playoff final by way of a
bad bounce.
Locked in a struggle Sunday
night with the Spirits of St.
Louis, the Colonels were able to
capitalize on a tumble by Freddie Lewis to speed to a 117-98
triumph.
"I came down on Arts Gilmore's foot," Lewis, the Spirits' C,-foot playmaker, related
tearfully after departing in the
third quarter.
"The doctor said that he will
not play tomorrow whether It.

reman
Becomes Bad Boy In Ring
TORONTO (AP) — "I had a
lot of fun," said Charley Polite
after kissing former heavyweight champion George Foreman on the lip.
Foreman's scheduled 15
rounds of boxing Saturday
against five different opponents
was that kind of day.
Besides being kissed by Polite, who lasted three rounds
with the former champion,
Foreman threw a chair at
heavyweight champion Muhammad All; engaged in a wrestling match with Jerry Judge
after he had stopped him, and
shoved Terry Daniels to the
floor after he had stopped him.
Other unscheduled activities
in the exhibition at Maple Leaf
Gardens included one of Foreman's handlers flooring one of
Daniels' handlers with a picture-book
left
hook
that

met by a pitch from reliever
Jim Todd after the Angels
scored four runs in the sixth,
boosting their lead to 9-1. When
Bochte slumped at the plate,
California Manager Dick Williams, the former Oakland skipper, charged from the dugout
and began throwing punches in
Todd's direction.
Both benches and bullpens
quickly converged on the scene
but no new fights broke out
amidst the pushing and shoving.
White Sox 8, Royals 6
Jim Kaat, with seventh-inning help from Rich Gossage,
won his 10th straight game
over a two-year period as Chicago ripped three Kansas City
pitchers for 17 hits. Kaat, 3-0,
and Gossage allowed six hits,
including home runs by Harmon Killebrew and Buck Martinez.
Trailing 3-2, the White Sox
broke loose against Bruce Dal
Canton for three runs in the
third inning on a walk and singles by Deron Johnson, Ken
Henderson, Bill Melton and
Bucky Dent.

Derby Field Expected To Be
Somewhere Around 15 Or 16

MURRAY LEDGER 1;4 miEs

Lewis.
"We could've maintained that
But, with Lucas and Marvin pace, we just didn't," reflected
Barnes both missing shots in- guard Mike Barr in respect to
side at critical points, Kentucky the Spirits' rally following the
ViDeci trarkikk tieficitAilkit.24A—Aspzetnre of Leviiwasonett;27
"wee for a !ill toiKentucky, if it wins tonight,
Gilmore's 33 points and 16
rebounds to go with his in- may have to wait on the winner
timidating defense of the 6-9 of a Denver-Indiana West DiviLucas led Brown to label the sion ABA playoff final led by
effort "the best game he's the Pacers at 3-2 following their
109-90 upset victory Sunday.
played in St. Louis."

to include Round Stake, Naughty Jake, Dr. Abs, Rushing
Man and Henry Clay, with perhaps two of the five to earn a
start in the Derby.
Jack Dreyfus Jr.'s Round
Stake, who won his first race
here at Churchill Downs last
year, has yet to finish out of
the money this season and has
won four of six starts.

Gatch, the only candidate
with experience at the Derby's
14-mile distance, may have
earned his right to start with
his second place finish in Saturday's Stepping Stone Purse
here, trainer Antonio Eskilcisen
said.
"I think he ran a beautiful
race," the trainer added.

Bullets Give Celtics
Taste Of Own Medicine
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The Washington Bullets gave the Boston
Celtics a dose of their own
medicine in rallying to defeat
the National Basketball Association's defending champions in
the opening game of the Eastern Conference playoff final.
The Celtics, long noted for
their explosiveness in the final
two periods, held a 12-point
lead at halftime Sunday and
wound up bowing to the Bullets
100-95.
Down 55-43 at halftime, the
Bullets came out and dominated the entire second half.
They outscored Boston 13-2 at
the outset of the third period.
Then trailing 73-70, they ran off
10 straight points at the start of
the fourth period to pull in

front to stay.
Elvin Hayes turned in a tremendous game, scoring 34
points, grabbing 12 rebounds
and guarding Boston center
Dave Cowens, who managed 18
points while 'grabbing 19
rebounds.
Phil Chenier helped Hayes
Wreck the Celtics' defense with
24 points. And the two had plenty of help in frustrating Boston's famed fast break. Of
Washington's 45 rebounds, 36
were off the defensive boards.
Wes Unseld, who had only one
basket and three free throws,
grabbed all 14 of his rebounds
on the defensive board.
The victory enabled Washington to erase Boston's home
court advantage in the best-ofseven series. The second game
is scheduled for Landover, Md.,
Wednesday night.

The Kickoff Coffee for Ladies
Golf at the Murray Country
Club will be held Wednesday,
April 30, at nine a.m. at the club
house.
for Pit-OGRESS without EXTRAVAGANCE
Carol Hibbard and Frances
Elect
Hulse, co-chairmen for ladies
day golf, said plans for the
coming summer golf vents
inefecIrti the Ge
Bert, Inv
Tournatnehr
on June 4 will be made.
City Council — Ward 'B'
Members are to also pay their
Democratic Primary May 27,1975
tri-state and minamax dues on
Wednesday, the chairmen said.
Paid for by Gary R. Haverstock
All members are urged to attend.

GARY R.
,HAVERSTOEK-!--

broken or not," St. Louis'Coach

Bob MacKinnon disclosed before x-rays on Lewis' sprained
left ankle proved negative.
Lewis, who had riddled the
Colonels at a 33.3 scoring pace
in three previous games, collapsed under Kentucky's basket
as Ted McClain hit a field goal.
And, although St. Louis soon
afterward surged to an 82-75
lead, a rash of floor errors and
missed shots by his teammates
soon extracted its toll.
Maurice Lucas sank one of
three foul shots to protect an
85-79 Spirits advantage as veteran Steve Jones filled in for

Paul Dietzel
To Begin Tour
Of OVC Here
According to Murray State
University President Constantine W. Curris, the new Ohio
Conference
comValley
missioner-elect, Paul Dietzel
will visit the campus Tuesday.
Dietzel, who will become the
new commissioner of the OVC,
effective July 1, 1975, will make
Murray the first stop of his
conference touring effort to get
with
various
acquainted
university officials.
Deitzel replaces outgoing
commissioner Arthur L. Guepe,
Who earlier this year requested
that he not be considered for
reappointment when his current
term expires on June 30. Guepe
has served as the OVC's
commissioner since 1963.
Dr. Curris says that Dietzel
hopes to get to each of the eight
member schools at least twice
before he officially takes over
OVC duties.
"Mr. Dietzel wants to get
around to each university and
talk to the presidents individually to find out what their
particular school wants out of
the OVC,"explained Dr. Curris.
Plans call for the new OVC
commissioner's office to be
moved from Nashville, Tenn.,
to Lexington, where Dietzel will
be making his home.
Before accepting the commissioner's post, Dietzel was
athletic director acid head
football coach at South
Carolina, Before that, he served
is head coach at Louisiana
State and Army. He 4s a pest
etire-A1 -of Oft Ametreiiii
Football Coaches Association
and a former president of the
Atlantic Coast Conference
Athletic Directors

a new expression of Cadillac excellence.
International in size.
I imeless in styling. Cadillac in craftsmanship.
Very simply, Seville is designed to be
one of the finest production cars•
built anywhere in the world.

You are cordially invited to see the new Seville b Cadillac now on display.

PURDOM
1406 Wost Main -

753-5315

Olds • Poetise - Cadliw
''Satisfied Carlowiers Are Ow
Main Concerre
•
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COUNTRY ROCK BAND
5 H. P. OUTBOARD motor
GASOLINE POWERED
NEEDED SOMEONE to
trade
Will
in good condition. $75.
,ADVERTISING
- forming new group.
pump.
water
sell Watkins Products
Call 753-7475.
Need lead guitar, bass
DEADLINES
electric pump. 436-2480
Call 753-5550.
drummer,
player,
m.
p.
6
after
All display ads,
1974 GLASSTRON GT 160
electric piano, vocalists,
classified displays and
for
with 115 Evinrude, and
dancers. Prefer 16 years SALES PERSON
regular display, must be
trailer. Complete outfit
WKYX and WKYQ-FM,
or older. For further
;submitted by 12 noon,
-Call
timber
BUY
WILL
information, 436-2266.
West Kentucky's two
like new.$2900. 436-2211 or
before
day
the
James or Larry Mathis,
radio
popular
after 5:30 753-0224.
most
n.
publicatio
Dover, Tennessee. 615stations, to sell radio
All reader classifieds
23.
615-232-71
232-5928 or
advertising in Murray
SMITH AND WESSON,
must be submitted by .4
is
Required
Mayfield.
day
model 28, .357. $135. Call
p.m. the
before
and
oppartaairy
neer
Groped
HIGHEST PRICES paid
caliber,
high
ethical,
publication.
753-8964.
an
Gold,
Motet*
CAN
&
likeeeemeef
for Scrap metal, steel WINS-AMERI
intelligent individual who
or
PATENTED
"NEW,
copper, and aluminum. silver, or copper. Buy
Kingscraft
d,
motivate
40'
is super
sell. Free appraisals. 1971
SAVING
ENERGY
Metal
Murray
Works
twin 225
t,
houseboa
t, and deterpersistan
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
121
Hwy.
South.
. DEVICE"(NOT TRANI
drives, 6.5
plus
V
Chrysler
mined. Salary
We
LONELY? SPORTATION)
FEEL
generator. Fly bridge,
and gas
on
commissi
with
Depressed? Dial NEED
people
need
fully equipped, ready to
expenses. You'll work for
753-6333. NEEDLINE.
foresight, motivation,
go. Boat located Barkley
of Kentucky's most
one
ability and HIGH CONState Park Marina. Will
broadcast
LIKE NEW, four formals,
al
profession
SCIOUS LEVEL If you
Friday,
THAT NEED INSULATION
aboard
which
be
size 9. 489-2324. Call early
organizations,
want to step out and be a
4 homeowners in this
Saturday, and Sunday to
morning or after 5
from within. No
every
promotes
orea will be given the
take-charge person, WE
show. Boat house 3. R.
p. m.
prior radio experience
opportunity of having new
are your answer. We are
Newsome, 812-372-7360.
DuPont House Siding
required. Equal Opto their horne with
applied
a NEW well-organized
.
Employer
portunity
optional decorative work at
TIN DOOR, pie safe, 2 old
EXPANDING
14' FLAT BOTTOM boat
Gary Morse, 1-442-7383.
WANTED: SOMEONE to company
a very low cost.
AL
trunks, one old dresser,
NATION
THRU
non
a
has
Siding
DuPont
and 20 H. P. Mercury
buy or sell Watkins
treadle sewing machine,
pro rated - Transferable - 40
motor. Extra good conMr. distribution. Our
Products. Call
curio:This
Year Guarantee.
old rocker. Call 753-9519.
are
ts
produc
dition. 753-1439.
caphos
•
product
753-6988.
new
Hawkins,
ing
REVOLUTIONIZING
tured the Interest of homeHelp
TWO UPRIGHT electric
owners throughout the
our industry. Become
USED ROBOT TOOL
*hided States who are fed
freezers, excellent conthe NUMBER ONE
pointing
Wanted
constant
trolling motor. Good
up with
dition. Call 753-1551 or 753PERSON - step out-into
and oth•r maintenonce
condition. Call 436-5631.
life
salespera
you
ed
lost
will
Experienc
It
costs.
2930.
and
the boss' shoes
tins* and provides WU in,son. Must be able to
DOUBLE YOUR INsuit:neon summer and winto
person
type. Apply in
MAKE BEATEN down
ter. as well as fire protecPOTENTIAL.
COME
Vernon's Inc., Olympic
tion. Our new product con
carpet nap at doorways
of
All replies are held in
type
be used over every
Plaza.
bright and fluffy again PIANO TUNING, repair
confidence.
home, including frame. constrictest
stucasbestos,
block.
crete
with Blue Lustre, Big K, and rebuilding, prompt
Send your name, adco, etc. It comes in o choice
Shopping Center. service. Rebuilt pianos
numBelaire
phone
to
and
dress,
of colors and is now going
for sale. Ben Dyer 753the
to
introduced
be
ber to The Murray
Your home
8911.
Ledger & Times Box 32caw biro-thew "loco in thei6 rior_plair,imniags
-- rflonel L. 'oertit
1 H. Airtfpnes ww ce
_
con
we
if
while
your
worth
10 Percent above cost on
swered.
home mailing comuse your horne to, advertisof
shipment
new
HOUSE
WESTING
Ex,
mission circulars
ing. For on appointment,Wurlitzer organs and
REFRIGERATOR, $100.
3 days name
within
potential.
moil
JILL
profit
AND
in
cellent
JACK
BABYSM'ER wanted
and address to
pianos during April
Electric range, $50. Gas
Offer details. Rush
openings for children.
my home from 10 a. m. to
of values. J & B
489-2425.
$40.
shower
range,
stamped, addressed
Infants-6 years Drop-in
5 p. m. Some light
Chestnut Street,
Music,
to:
cents
2$
753-9922.
and
envelope
service.
housework. 753-2438.
Murray.
2523
BOX
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
EVANSVILLE, IND. 47714
Kentucky 42046.
NEED A sponsor to donate ASSISTANT MANAGER a running car for Jaycee
Sonic Drive-In of Murray.
Amos,
Demolition Derby. Call
Contact Bob
MODERN GREEN couch
Delivery,
436-5621.
General
and chair in good confor
,
Murray, Kentucky
dition. 753-3371.
Please
ent.
appointm
SECOND SHIFT desk
work
or
resume
Termite
include
clerk. Apply in person at
record. Temporary phone
TWO ELECTRIC stoves Regal 8 Inn, South 12th
,inspection
753-2682.
Tappan,
one
one
Street.
Avoid Costly
Westinghouse. Can be
Repairs
Howie
seen, 810 South 9th Street.
753-3702.

WANTED
4 HOMES

WANTED TO RENT: three
bedroom, two bath, home
with garage. Phone
Paducah, 898-3244.

year outright warranty.
All heater elements are
AKC GERMAN Schnauzer
450(1 watt round models.
pups. Ready May 5. Loyal
APART30 gallon single element FURNISHED
pets. Good with children.
MENT, large kitchen,
$66•88. Double Element
Mayfield, 247-8815.
Call
droom
room-be
models 30 gallon $6988.40 living
combination. Call 753gal. $79.88, 52 gallon
8175.
$129.88.
gallon,
82
$89.88.
PARADISE KENNELS Table top double element
Boarding and grooming,
unmodels 30 gallon $9788.40 TWO BEDROOM
Pick up and delivery
apartduplex
furnished
gallon $107.88 Wallin
now available.
service
ment, 1601 College Farm
Hardware across from
753-4106.
Call
Road. Married couple
Paris Post Office.
only. Call 492-8225.
TILLER 3 H. P. B&S
Engine,'$176.75. 5 H. P.
power
engine
B&S
SPRING SPECIALS -Onethird to 17 acres. John C.
reverse, $219.95. Wallin
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
Hardware across from
Rodgers, Associate
Paris Post Office.
Office 753-0101, home 753SMALL FURNISHED
7116.
apartment. Available
GARDEN SEED for sale at
Murray Ford Tractor,
now. Prefer girls. Phone
THE QUALIFIED perHwy. 94 East.
753-3106.
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
PENTA TREAT.ED 4 x 6 ONE BEDROOM apartto you regarding your real
timbers. 10 ft. to 24 ft.
ment, air-conditioned, estate needs. Our time is
Also 1" and 2" Penta
furnished. For summer. your time. Give us a call
treated lumber and
Partial utilities paid. or drop by the office at 901
creosote poles. Murray
Prefer girls. 753-9741.
Sycamore Street, 753Lumber Company.
7724.
FOR THE finest in apartment living at the most
INSULATION BLOWN in
modest, cost. New, one CROPPIE HOLLOW: Nice
your attic by Sears expert
and two bedroom apart- lakefront lot with two
installers. Helps lower
ments, with central heat bedroom mobile home,
,
airand
heating_
air, carpetedxbutit-in auwirt furnished, has.
and
" ourvw4,-wilie roata ("all
114' ."'
hat
deck,
sun
-in
screen
a
at
frostr
Ttnife,
Larry Lyles at Sears for
water patio area, all ready for
refrigerator,
free estimate. 753-2310.
St. summer fun and fishing
Vine
1414
.
furnished
Priced under $8000. Call
Moffitt Realty, 206 South
FURNISHED
APART12th, 753-3597.
MENTS-studio. One or
two bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th Street. 7536609.

LISTEN, NANCY-- THEY'RE
PLAYING OUR SONG

714E TROUBLE'15
*icxJ 60 OUT,
hlAvE A FEW
BEER,AND

WELL, NO i.l.AR.44
'ONE wr-I0 PC I
WRE5TLE wrn4
LA6T NaGWT?

5-ratc,
WRESTL N.

wiTO

SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut console-in like new condition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z
terms. For free home
demonstration, call 7533316 anytime.

50MEONE

CO THAT, 5/UPV! WE'VE
60T A Cp4TRACT FoRONE
!
WERE NOT DON& CHARITY_
NO FREEBIES.

JOHN DEERE two row
planter, excellent condition. $450. 753-1594 after
6 p. m.

14 H. P. JOHN DEERE
garden and lawn mower.
all power, automatic
drive, like new. 753-7569.
1949 FORD TRACTOR,
plow, disc, and cultivator,
in good shape. Also 29,000
BTU air-conditioner, just
been used one week,
Frigidaire. 753-3479.
and
Z080 FORD TRACTOR
equipment, 840 hours, A-1
condition. Also garden
equipment.
4 actor and
:

TREATED FENCE posts
poles
.Also treated barn
5$ and
find lumber. 5 x
Bluff
long lengths Poplar
60
Treating Co., Highway
or 31455
314-998-25
West,
785-0700

100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

1971 12 x 55 mobile home
with two air-conditioners,
call 753-3115,
LIKE NEW 12 x GO. Used
only 30 days. Central heat
and air, water, electricity
and sewer system hooked
up. 100' x 198' lot, near
Kentucky Lake, included.
Furnished, on concrete
slab, skirted and has new
redwood porch. Owner
will sell all of the above
for only $9900 with small
down payment. Phone
436-5320 or 436-2473.

24 x Se DOUBLE WIDE
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
mobile home. Lot apand 60" chain link fence
proximately 195 x 180.
on sale now through April
Three bedrooms, two full
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
baths, dishwasher,
753-2310 for free estimate.
garbage disposal, central
air and heat, built-on den
with fireplace, double
SPECIAL!! Barb wire paved driveway.
carport,
Murray
$29.95 roll.
Call 437-4552.
Supply, Main Street, 7533361.
12 s 47 TWO bedroom, all
1972 HONDA motorcycle.
electric, central air
Ford 5 H. P. riding
conditioning and heating.
mower. House trailer
$3000 or best offer. See at
axles and tires, 436-2334.
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
26 FT. TRAVEL trailer,
self-contained. Twin beds,
stabilizing jacks. Clean,
very reasonably priced.
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 60,
435-4347.
all electric, two bedroom,
two baths, $50 deposit.
$125 per month. 753-2377.

SPECIAL
PRINTED
SOFTBALL and
BASEBALL SHIRTS
Printed While

Wallace's
Book Store
IS* St., ening free
MSU Library

Li•cik
Joyce Sportswear
Clothes Closet
st,„th,„ 1, sr
enter

co
con
$23

MURRAY MANOR -- Alt WILSON INSURANCE,
new, all electric, unReal Estate, and Auction
furnished, one and two
at 202 South 4th Street,
ts.
apartmen
bedroom
invites you to call 753-3283
One Duiguid Road, just
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
off 641 North. 753-8668.
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate

Free

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you catf
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for 626. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.

GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies, solid white, solid
black, and black and tan.
$35.00. 437-4164.

12 x 50 and 12 x 80 mobile
homes. Both all electric.
Available May 5. Located
I it mile east of Murray in
new small mobile home
court. For families only
Water and garbage
pickup furnished. Call
767-4055 or 753-2748 after 6
p. m.
FOX MEADOWS and
Coach Estates mobile
home parks, exclusive
residential area, swimming pool. Families only
,.
753-3855. • .-

TWO BEDROOM house,
wired for washer and
dryer. Middle aged
couple, no pets. 753-2987.
FOUR BEDROOM house,
one block from MSU
campus. Available May
16. Families only. 753-3202
evenings.
FOR LEASE - Four
bedroom house, furnished. One waterfront lot
in Lakeway Shores with
boat doc. Call 1-456-2841.

--FOR
RENT
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after2 p. m. or 753-4655.

BUCKSKIN horse
bridle
western
saddle. Call 437-4514
5 p. m.
PERFORMANCE
TESTED v2 and 3,4 blood
Simmental, Main-Anjou,
Limousin and Chianinia
bulls for sale. All bulls
ready for service. Also it
blhod Limousin and
Chianinia cows calving.
314 bl0004 calves in April
and May. Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, Kentucky.
235-5182 days or 235-5170
nights.

BY OWNER - Three
newly
bedroom,
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 7534931.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

$10 down and $15 per month
will buy a large wooded
lot at Keniana Shores.
Lake access, central
weather
water, all
streets. Phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
LOT
WATERFRONT
(South two thirds lot 36)
on Kentucky Lake in
Keniana Lake Shore
Subdivision. $6,995. Phone
Indianapolis, 317-987-2051
or 356-4469 or write P. 0.
Box 19061 Indianapolis,
Indiana.46219.
APPROXIMATELY TWO
acre lo0 Across street
west MSU cafeteria. First
vacant lot north of Palace
Restaurant. 247-5518.

Tod.
Registered Nurse 11-7 shift starting salary $658.00
month up depending on education and experience shift differential - fringe benefits includes one (1)
vacation day month, sick days one (1) month - five
(5) paid holidays year - Life and Accident insurance policy and Workmans Compensation.
Licensed Practical Nurse - 11-7 shift starting
salary $471.00month up depending on education and
experience plus shift differential - benefits same as
listed above.
Ear further_ information contacArldartha Waikeri
Director of Nursing 'Service or John E. Broadbent,
Administrator, Trigg County Hospital, Inc., Cadiz,
Kentucky. Telephone- 502-522-3215

Our
•
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44. Lots For Sale
LOT -50 x 144 at North 1st
and Chestnut. Call 7531979.

46 Homes For Sale
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.

45 Farms For Sale
1ERD
, solid
d tan.

nauzer
. Loyal
ildren.
17-8815.

iming,
Livery
lable.

•
1 -OneAin C.
Bob
ciate
ne 753-

perSpann
to talk
ur real
time is
a call
e at 901
., 753-

Nice
h two
home,
ad, has
At, has
idy for
'ishing
0. Call
South

FOR SALE'OR TRADE three new houses in city.
FRAME HOUSE and five
ine waterfront cottage.
acres of land, three miles
These houses qualify for
west of Midway. Priced
tax deduction and have
reduced. Phone 492-8729.- financing available if you
qualify. Call 753-3672.
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 7537494, or 753-7263.

46. Homes For Sale
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesboroughzin 1 Li story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.
Call 753-9208.

NEW LISTING in Westwood Subdivision brick, two bedrooms, two
baths, central
airconditioning, nice carpet,
and has a built-in range
and dishwasher. Offers
CountrX-liifing and yet
Murray for
convenience. Priced at
;23,000. Call Moffitt
Realty, 206 South 12th
Street, 753-3597.

Three
newly
and out,
in acre
0. Two
ay. Call
'all 753-

ALTY
12th at
five
xi sales
re you
rs exte ex1651 or
We
REAL

r month
wooded
Shores.
central
reather
-5320 or

LOT
lot 36
ake in
Shore
. Phone
987-2051
e P. 0.
iapolis,

IlmertNal Posereme Is. of
Ky. Lake located et worth of
Reed Myer with 1 Mr el Mks
fresilege. This Imam is nestled
ea e restricted let, elseest 2
ecres large covered via mom
trees. fey the swim lo per
drew as die cagier

Arm
Call 753-9S68-8 to 5 days
753-6145-'to 10 night.
PRICE IN MID 20's.

ting
and
e as

ker,

ient,

47. Motorcycles
1973 KAWASKI 350 cc, 6000
miles, good condiiton.
Call 436-5848.
1971 HONDA SL 125.
Recently overhauled.
$325. 753-0917.

1972 YAMAHA 750, low
mileage, fully equipped.
753-8175.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1967 FORD GALAXIE 500,
power
steering,
automatic, good tires. 4928360.

1957 CHEVROLET, 2 door,
327 engine, call 753-3905.
1968 FORD RANCHERO.
Call 435-4360.
1968 OPEL WAGON, $495.
1972 Datsun, two door,
;1350. Both good condition. Call 489-2595.

trash being picked up,It twist be on tfin-corb Mortsioy morniso, Moy 5,1975.

Discarded appliances, stumps or heavy timbers will not be picked
up. Small trimmings must be bundled and tied and no longer than 3
feet 3" in dia. Boxes or plastic bags containing trash must be placed
on curb and must be of weight or size that one man can handle and
load. No building material will be picked up. Trash that is not boxed,
bundled or bagged, or is not otherwise in compliance with the above
regulations, will not be picked up.
City of Murray

at>
We've just been
appointed a
dealer for Carrier
Air Conditioning
in Murray,
Our selection of Carrier products
is wide-from units for single rooms
to equipment. for large installations.
We have the highly trained personnel to make a topnotch installation. And we are prepared to back
any installation with the expert
service that ,assures you of the
most efficient, most economical
operation.
Whether you plan to air condition
tomorrow or in the near future, we'd
like to have you drop in, look ov, rour Carrier lineup and talk with out
experts. Today, tomorrow, any day
-we're ready, willing and able to
give 'you help. Come in or phone!

3091/2 South Fifth

51. Services Offered

GARDEN BREAKING,
plowing, and discing. call
Terry Morgan, 753-2632.

lawn
YOUR
NEED
mowed? Ask for Ed at
753-7853.

WILL REPAIR guns, or old
work
clocks.
All
guaranteed. Call 492-8869,
James Buchanan.

WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service.
12,years experience Free
estimates. Call 753-3351

ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
or call 1-382-2468, Farmington.

ROY HARMON'S Caror dependable waft'
penter Shop (old ice
Complete
and jewelry repair
plant).
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors, SMALL DOZER jobs
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
formica work, finish
m.
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
Help Wanted
PASCHALL PLUMBING St
Experienced Sewing Machine Operators
ELECTRIC. Well pump
(flat bed sleeving machines, feed off the arm side
repair service. Call 753seam machines, collar setters on flat bed machines,
5674.
alscssingle needle sewing machine operators).
Also trainees.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
Air conditioned, union factory. ( Amalgamated
and repair. Brick, block,
Clothing Workers of America). ,Three weeks paid
tile, and pea gravel
vacation after one year.
James
See
walks.
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY
Hamilton. 753-8500.

1972 VEGA,factory air, GT

1969 NOVA, one owner.
48,000 miles, power
steering, 6 cylinder. Call
753-5841.

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room ad
ditions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

BREAK AND DISC gardens. Call Amos Hill, 7535737.
CONLAKELAND
STRUCTION - gravel
hauling, backhoe wont,
driveway and storage
sheds. Call 436-2505.
D.C.'s ROOFING - new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 4374496.

MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service - clogged pp sinks,
toilets, bath tuba, sewers.
Electric sewer machines
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.

1020 CUTLASS SUP/WALE. CLAYTON'S PAINTING
Co. - Interior and expower-"brakes
and
terior. Commercial and
steering, air, bucket
seats, automatic in floor, residential. Quality work,
reasonably priced. For
new radial tires. call 7535485 before 5 p. m. or 753- free estimate, Call 4374790 or 437-4712.
0530 after 5 p. m. Ask for
Terry.
•
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, 82500.00 Call
436-2584.

ALUMINUM SERVICE
CO.-Siding, aluminum
trim, awnings, custom
made aluminum shutters.
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence, 4928879.

753-9290

GARDEN BREAKING, MOW LAWNS and do light
hauling. Call 489-2460.
discing, and bushogging.
Call 753-4838.
GARDEN PLOWED and
disc, call 753-8133.

Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th Street
Murray

CUSTOM BUILT bars, any
size or shape with built-in
speaker system. Murray
Upholstery, 753-0405.

Factory Approved
Accutron Service

Pediscali, Ky.

1117 North VA St.

Pedecali Shirt Ca.

•
GUTTERING -SEARS all
aluminum seamless
gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 7532310 for free estimate.

Home for Sale

Roofing
Commercial Hot
Built-Up Roofing

by:

Larry and Juanita Osborn
812 Bagwell Boulevard-Murray
Phone: 753-9901

Estimates available upon request

Have amply crew and materials for roofing,
re:rioting, and roof repair work.

Three bedrostliii.
- central rand hcat. Fully
insulated. 2000 Sq. ft. living space plus 2 car garage
with remote controlled door. White board fence and
large brick-walled patio. Ideal area for children. Interiorincludes: living room, 18' x 18' paneled den, 3
bedrooms with walk-in closets - gold shag carpeting
throughout, 2 baths(master bath has cultured marble double sinks), extra large paneled kitchen with
custom built cabinets. Built-ins in all GE kitchen include range, oven, dishwasher and refrigerator
with ice maker (all gold tone). Oweer transferring leas 1,

Call Us At
502-247-3816

Klapp Roofing
Co. Corp.

'75. Price WSW

Mayfield KJetecli y

50 Campers
TRAVEL TRAIL= - 17
ft. self-contained Giles,

with equalizing hitch and
sway control. 753-4574
after 6 p. m.

CONTACT
SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your

bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.

CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales, KfftBY CARPET CARE Coachman, Trail Star, cleans rugs of all kinds. In
Fold down, Unique, Good
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
used trailers, Y2 mile east
clean by steam cleaning.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
Ask about the dry
527-7807.
cleaning process too.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service. 500
51. Services Offered
Maple. 753-0359.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN- Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
water
and
roofing
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns. 7534465.
HINMAN'S RENTALS home, garden, plumbing,
auto, and special tools.
Opening May 1. 802 North
llith Street, 753-5703.

r•CASH

IT'S PAINT up,fix up time.
Brighten up your home by
painting. For residential
work, interior and exterior, call a professional,
489-2287. Free estimates.

Dial-A-Service
••
,
:II
•411
.
•,,,
•
Thi. alphabetized page ,.. ill run -weekly -- clip it from
the paper and .a - e for handy reference)

lor•

753-1763

Fire
753-1441

115S. 4th St.
Air Conditioning,
Heating, Commercial
Ftetrigeration
,

753-8181

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
small. 436-5642
too
anytime during day.

Service through Knowledge

BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING, landscaping, gravel
hauling. Mrytle Brenneman, Pottertown Road,
436-2540.

802 Chestnut

225:
•

Randy
Thornton
Service

502-492-8837
Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

753-0359
Shag Specialists
comrnerial grade
home or business

1-901-593-52341

102S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
New &Used Tractor Tires
Repaired
Fluid Service

INC MS
Speedy Service

.

Vinson Tractor Co'.
Cadiz Road
Murray, Ky

753-74881
Earl Gordon, Owner

Spray Painting
Paper
Hanging
Painting

382-2299
753-7915

753-7414
434-5840

Commercial, Residential
Farm Building, rusty
roofs,
References-Free Estimate

Free Estimates

Tremon Farris
Farmington, Rte. 1

753-0961
I
Residences, corn mercial. Canvasing, Bill
Houghton, Rte.6, Box 68

T.V. Sales
and Service

New or Old
Remodel or Repair
Block, Tile and
Pea Gravel
Sidewalks

753-3037

Free Estimates
MOrray_Hwy.
Dexter, Ky.

Dunn Furniture
T.V. L

Quasar

'

So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

Free
Termite Inspection

Shop

Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

753-3134
753-3303„_,
1301 Chestnut,St.
Murray, Ky.

753.8500 1

Appliance

Tabers Body

753-6177

I

Free Estimates

24 Hour Wrecker
Service
-

Barns, Grain Bins

Big Sandy, Tenn

A 8. R Home
Improvement
Remodeling.
Room Additions
Cabinet Work

Osha Modifications.
Remodeling,Repairs,Dairy

James Cole

Reroofing
Repairs

1753-5397 i

753-1319

Free Estimates

&

1 437-4496 1

Industrial Rd.

Construction and finishing

Gordon Electric

New Roofs

While You Wait
duplicating

Stokes Tractor
-41-implernent Co.

Dry Wall

D.C.
Roofing

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

with Electric Start

Carpets Cleaned

500 Maple Street

OERITY'S

on a new MF 8•
Hydra-Speed Drive IN
Lawn Tractor I

8 a. m.to 5 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

Kirby
Carpet

SAVINGS COUPON• 1111

•MI MASSEY-FERGUSON

Police
753-1621

Service on IBM. Royal, Remington and All Kept Brands

Pool Office Equip. & Supplies

Save

V8
,
11 co
,
'y a! aufh0
zect Mr 0011e,
One,114p.res Aply 4
1975 Lona Or* COY
pp, 04, rn.ch.n.
Pke

•
fb

Typewriter & Office Machine Repair

. I 753-48,92 ,

Quality Service"Convony
Larry Wisehart, Owner

51. Services Offered

1974 VEGA wagon, local
PAINone owner, factory air. EXPERIENCED
Must sell. $2500. Call 753- TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
2211.
or job. 753-8346.

equiped, new engine,
below wholesale. 753-8616
1974 VEGA GT Hatchback- . or 436-2107 after 5.
8,000 miles, excellent
condition, red, black 1965 BUICK LaSabre. Good
condition. $450. 753-0703
interior, $2600. Sharp!
after 4 p. m.
901-232-8214.

The City of Murray extra trash pick-up service will commence in
the area north of Main Street on Monday, May 5,1975. To insure your

Today we are honored to announce
our appointment as a franchised
,dealer for Carrier air conditioning
-backed by the skill arid know-how
of the great company that founded
the air conditioning industry. We
took this important step in order to
bring you the very finest and most
modern air conditioning equipment
:--for your home or place of business,

49. Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rototillers, and small engines.
436-5525.

1973 SUZUKI TS 185, street
,and
trail, excellent
condition. 3,000 miles.
;475. Call Tom at 753-9958.

NOTICE

' TWO
street
a. First
Palace
18.

i8.00
ice . (1)
five
. in-

MODERN TWO bedroom
home, one acre, on 121
West of Stella. For sale or
trade. 489-2246.

"PASS 11-1E 5ALT."

LARGE OLDER frame
home situated on 11
/
2
acres, surrounded by
many large shade trees.
Has good well, needs
minor repair, priced for
quick sale at only $12,000.
BY OWNER: Lakefront To see, call Moffitt
lot, year round home. Realty, 206 South 12th St.,
Central heat and air, lots 753-3597.
of cabinets and closets,
211 baths, basement with
living facilities. Call 436For Solo By Owner
5332.
Lakefront Homo

)uplex,
all 753-

ANCE,
Auction
Street,
53-3263
..oretta
'ea for

UNIQUE BRICK home original pine paneling,
dining-family room with
beamed ceiling. Three
bedrooms with large
children's dormatory
upstairs. 1,1 baths.
Glassed-in sun porch. Call
753-7853.

46 Homes For Sale

.

Kelley's Termite 8, Pest
Control
' tosirrsttist - '
Murray., Ky

1753-3914

James Hamilton
Route 6, Box 7, Murray

If it has on engine we
specialize in its repair
17539437

East Side Small
''' 'fngine
Hwy 94 E.i,:t

••••• •
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Blackburn ...
(Continued from Page 1)

1

Mrs. Mayfield Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Today At Chapel

William G. Read, vice-president
for academic programs,
representing the university;
Edwin 0. Norris of Kingsport,
Tenn., representing the Alumni
Association
outgoing
as
president; Dr. Gary Boggess,
Mrs. Laura Pullen Mayfield
representing the Student Af- of Murray Route One died
filiates of the American Saturday at 10:30 a. m. at the
Chemical Society as adviser; home of a daughter, Mrs. Edwin
and Howard Huyck,councilor of Warren.
the
American
Chemical
She was 93 years of age and
Society, representing the wife of Edgar Mayfield who
professional associates.
died March 26, 1946. Mrs.
Blackburn's son, who earned Mayfield was a member of the
a bachelor's degree with a Antioch Church of Christ. Born
major in chemistry at Murray March 27, 1882, in Calloway
State, responded for the family. County, she was the daughter of
He said he felt his father was the late Wilks Pullen and Nancy
one of the fortunate people who Hughes Pullen. One son,
loved his work and who was Clarence Mayfield, died June
able to touch many lives in 12, 1969.
Mrs. Mayfield is survived by
many ways as a college
two daughters, Mrs. Jewell
professor.
(Clara Nell) Howard, FarOne of the proudest mington Route One and Mrs.
moments-or his life," young Edirin (Nancy 'Charlene
Blackburn recalled, "was when Warren, Murray Route One;
he learned the science building one son, Wilson Mayfield,
would be named in his honor." Canon City, Colo.; two sisters,
Blackburn was a member of Mrs. Lottie Pendergrass,
the campus community 42 years Farmington Route One, and
before his death. A native of Mrs. Garvice Riley, Paris,
Marion, he joined the faculty in Tenn.; one brother, Paul
1930. Following a two-year Pullen, Birmingham, Ala.; four
leave to get the Ph. D. degree, grandchildren, Mrs. Freda
he became a department head Rogers, Rodney Warren, Larry
in 1945 and was later named a Mayfield, and Garry Mayfield;
eleven great grandchildren;
dean in 1968.
two great great grandchildren.
He was well known for his
Funeral services will be held
active participation in- the today at three p.
m. at the
Kentucky Lake Section of the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
American Chemical Society and Funeral Home
with Bro.
twice served as president of the Harvey Elder
and Bro. Al
Kentucky Association
of Colley officiating.
Chemistry Teachers and as
Pallbearers will be Flavil and
president of the Kentucky Novel Pendergrass
, Kelton,
Academy of Science. Blackburn Dwaine, and Ralph Rogers, and
was awarded the • coveted Rodney Warren. Burial will be
Distinguished Professor of the in the Antioch Cemetery.
Year award by the Alumni
Association in 1967.

Hog Market

The four-floor Blackburn
Science Building on South 15th
Street in the heart of the
campus contains almost 120,000
square feet of modern, fullyequipped scientific facilities.
The older section of the building
was first occupied in 1950, and
the addition which more than
doubled the size of the structure
was occupied in 1968.
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Funeral Held For
Mrs. David Hill
Funeral services for Mrs.
David (Cindy) Hill of 1205
Melrose Drive were held
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church, where she was
a member, with Rev. Richard
Walker officiating.
Pallbearers were Danny
Woods, Gerald Tabers, Earl
Tabers, Tommy Jones, James
Witherington, and Wayne
Keller. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Hill, agi 22, Murray
State University senior nursiTig
student, died Friday at 4:15
p.m. from injuries sustained in
a traffic accident near Eddyville on Thursday.
Survivors are her husband,
David Hill, son, Michael David
Hill, parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert (Jack) Wagar, two
sisters, Mrs. Randy Cunningham and Miss Jane Wagar,
all of Murray, grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Barnreuther and Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Wolfe, Paducah; great
grandfather, Merle Frank
Wagar, Benton.

A. B. Wyatt Dies
At The Age Of 91;
Funeral Is Today
A. B. Wyatt of Kirksey Route
One died Saturday at 2:10 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was91 years of age
and was a retired carpenter and
farmer.
The deceased and his wife,
the former Vernie Riley, who
survives, observed their 71st
wedding anniversary on October 24, 1974, and they had
made their home all of their
married life on Kirksey Route
One. Born February 5, 1884, he
was the son of the late John
Wesley Wyatt and Martha
Adeline Wyatt. He was a
member of the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Vernie Wyatt, Kirksey Route
One; seven daughters, Mrs.
Jessie Mason, Kirksey Route
One, Mrs. Avis Crouch, Mrs.
Madalene Gill, and Mrs.
Pauline Elliott, Mayfield, Mrs.
Mavis Hollan, Mayfield Route
Five, Mrs. Verlene Morgan,
Murray Route One, and Mrs.
Hahne Crick, Paducah; four
sons, Davis, Raymond, and
Luther Wyatt, Detroit, Mich.,
and Wesley Wyatt, Kirksey
Route One.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Priscilla Hudspeth,
Kirksey Route One; thirty-two
grandchildren; fifty-four great
grandchildren; and three great
great grandchildren. One son,
Truman Wyatt, is deceased.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev.
Gerald Tabers officiating.
Burial will be in the Wyatt
Cemetery.

Registration Is Now
Open, Kindergarten
Registration is now open for
the fall session of Memorial
Baptist Kindergarten. Two
sessions are held daily from
8:30 to 11:30 and from 1:00 to
4:00. Children who will be five
by December 31, 1975 are
eligible to attend.
Applications for enrollment
may be obtained by phoning 7533182 or by stopping by the
church office at 906 Main.
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Kathy Hunt of Paducah and Helen
Simms of Earlington shared the Outstanding Senior Woman award and
Eugene Roberts of Mayfield was named as
the Outstanding Senior Man at Murray
State University in the annual Honors Day
Program Sunday.

Keys Patterson,
Local Florist,
Dies On Saturday
Warren Keys Patterson of
1007 Poplar Street, Murray,
local florist owner, died suddenly at 1:45 p.m. Saturday. He
was stricken ill while at work
and rushed to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
where he died a few minutes
later.

The Murray man was 51 years
of age and was a member of the
Temple
Baptist Church,
Detroit, Mich. He was employed
by the Burroughs Corporation
in Michigan before his return to
Calloway County in 1969, where
he operated the general store at
New Concord until late 1973. He
purchased the Gene & Jo's
Florist here on June 26, 1974.
Born April 16, 1924, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Osco W. Patterson and
Mary Hodges Patterson.
Survivors are his stepmother,
Mrs. Floy Elkins Patterson,
1005 Poplar Street, Murray;
three aunts, Mrs. Gertie
Munlin, Bloomington, Texas,
Mrs. Fats Wynn, Murray, and
Mrs. Rowena Stubblefield, New
Concord; one uncle, James
Patterson, New Concord.
Funeral services are being
held today-at 1:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Gerald
Owen and Bro. John Dale officiating.
Serving as active pallbearers
are James Wynn, W. T. Patterson, Leon Adams, Randy
Patterson, James R. Latimer,
and G. W. Turpin. Honorary
pallbearers are James Patterson, Charlie Stubblefield,
Jack Wynn, Jesse Latimer,
Rowdy Elkins, and Culley
Turpin.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.

Mrs. Ora Goforth
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Ora Goforth, age 68,
Paris, Tenn., widow of Rice
Goforth, died Saturday at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Grace Marcus of Paris, Tenn.,
and two brothers. Stanley
Williams of Paris, Tenn., and
Otis Williams of Buchanan,
Term.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the New Liberty
Cemetery.

Alumni

.

scholarship, Alpha Lambda Delta, Kappa
His other campus activities include A
Delta Pi, and Alpha Omicron Pi social Cappella Choir, membership on the
sorority.
_ Association of Governing Boards, Psi Cid
Miss Hunt was
national honorary society in psychology,--titinOlred during the
program as the Outstanding Female Gamma Beta Phi honor society, viceGraduate in the Department of Music.
president of Omicron Delta Kappa
Miss Sinuns, who has a double major in Honorary leadership society, and Alpha
mathematics and physics, is the daughter
Tau Omega social fraternity. He is also a
They were among about 800 students
of Mrs. Jennie Sims of 208 North Sebree former secretary of the SGA.
recognized during the program and among
Street in Earlington. She, was also honored
Among the other top award winners
185 who received individual presentations
as the Outstanding Senior Math Major and
were Kathryn Rodgers of Mayfield as
of grants, cash awards, certificates and
as a co-winner of the Outstanding Physics
Ideal Freshman Woman and Noel Hudson
citations by the university and by various
Senior award.
of Owensboro as Ideal Freshman Man.
campus scholastic and honorary
They each received a $200 scholarship.
organizations.
Miss Simms, who is 21, has a minor in
Co-winners of the Ralph Woods
A tie in the voting for the Outstanding Russian. She is a member of Alpha Chi, the
Memorial Award for leadership and
Senior Woman resulted in the selection of Black Advisory Council, Russian Club, service in behalf of students were Susan
co-winners. Each of the three recipients of Sigma Pi Sigma physics honor society, and
Clem of West Frankfort, Ill., and Harold
the coveted honors is listed in the 1975 s the Murray State Christian Fellowship of
Glen Doran of Murray.
volume of "Who's Who Among Students in His House. She has been the recipient of
Others recognized during the program
American Colleges and Universities" and several scholarships for her academic
were outstanding students from various
will graduate with Magna Cum Laude achievement.
academic departments and honor societies
recognition.
Roberts presided during the program as based on scholarship, students named to
the outgoing president of the Student "Who's Who Among Students in American
Miss Hunt, 22-year-old-datighter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Hunt of Paducah Route 6, Government Association. He was Colleges and Universities," and students
who have achieved a cumulative
presented the Broadcaster Scholarship
has an area in music education. She has
Award during the program for high x scholastic standing of 3.3 or better of a
been involved in many music activities on
possible 4.00
the campus,including the cast and staff of scholastic attainment as a radio-television
major.
Dr. William G. Read, vice-president for
"Campus Lights," director of All-Campus
academic programs, handled the honors
Sing, Opera Workshop, and music
He is the 21-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
presentations, assisted by deans and
librarian and accompanist for the E. K. Roberts, Sr., of
528 South 8th in
department chairmen. Dr. Constantine W
University Choir.
Mayfield and is married to the former
Curris, university president, welcomed
She is a member of the Judicial Board, Lithe Nelson of Mayfield.
Roberts has
parents and guests to the campus. Randal
Sigma Alpha Iota women's music
served during the past year as the student
Pollock a senior history major from
fraternity, Alpha Chi Honor society for
representative on the board of regents.
Mayfield, delivered the invocation.

Terrorists Take Hostages At
Israeli Consulate; 32 Wounded
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa ( AP) - Six terrorists
armed with machine guns
seized the Israeli consulate in
downtown Johannesburg today,
took five women hostages and
sprayed the streets outside with
imfire that left at least 32 persons wounded.
Police said the gunmen were
holding the hostages - four
whites and one black - inside
the fifth-floor offices near the
modern Carlton center shopping complex.
The unidentified gunmen

fought a running battle with police marksmen who surrounded
the building and returned fire
as authorities tried to clear
thousands of onlookers from the
area.
A journalist, Frank Fainer of
the Jewish Herald, said that his
office received a telephone call
saying that Arab terrorists had
taken over the consulate. But
there was no confirmation of
the identity of the terrorists.

Make saving a family project. Open an account and save for
a vacation,a new car or an addition to your home.
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Nashville.
Both the Class of 1950, which
held a 25-year reunion earlier in
the day, and the graduating
seniors this year were given
special recognition during the
program.
Twenty-five year service
awards were presented to; W.
H. Crutcher, heating foreman
for the physical plant: Neale B.
Mason, associate professor of
music; and Mrs Naomi Rogers,
cashier in the business office.
Dr.. Harry M s
si
pu
arr
rkasy,
president emeritus of
State, recognized recipients of
alumni scholarstakIx the_
year and three-year members
of the AhlitIn', Association's
Century Club
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Many families extend the
budget by making some of
their own needs. .. draperies,
gifts, toys, greeting cards,
hooked rugs. . . and everyone
enjoys a family project.

Sale Good May 1 thru May 22

$2.00OffReg.RetailGallonPrice
of Featured Paints
No Limit While Sale Lasts
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Stage Bands To
Perform At UT-M

1974-75

by William M. Boyd

The West Kentucky Building
and Construction Trades
Council has endorsed Ron

Livingston, Marshall and
Calloway counties.
"The council feels that
Christopher has done an outstanding
job
as
Commonwealth's Attorney since his
appointment to that position in
December of 1974," W. B.
-Sanders, president, said:
"Further the council has
noted that Christopher is well
qualified for the job in that he
has previously served as an
assistant U. S. District Attorney
for the Western District of
Kentucky and has had vast
experience as a defense attorney in Western Kentucky,"
Sanders added.

Voli

BANN NOTES

Christopher
Endorsed By
Building Group

(Continued from Page 1)
invited Murray State to become
involved in programs of interstate participation.
Among specific opportunities
he mentioned for Murray State
to serve through cooperative,
regional efforts are the
promotion of environmental
and marine biological research,
the establishment of regional
arts centers, the provision of
public service and governmental assistance to local
The Murray High School
governments,
and
the Stage Band, along with the
development of a school of Murray State University Men of
veterinary medicine.
Note, will perform at the
His reference to the school of University of Tennessee-Martin
veterinary medicine brought a jazz festival tonight at 8 p. m.
burst of applause from the The UT jazz band will be the
crowd.
other participating band.
James H. Johnson of
The MHS Stage Band has
Owensboro, a 1941 graduate of performed some dozen times
Murray State, accepted - MI already this year and was
gavel as the association's 40th_. recognized as one of the top
president from Edwin 0. Norris stage bands in the state at the
of Kingsport, Tenn. Other new Kentucky Stage Band Festival
officers installed were: State in Bowling Green.
Rep. Richard Lewts of Benton,
The public is invited to attend
president-eixt; State Sen. pat the concert. No admission will
McCuiston of Pembroke, vice- be charged.
president; and five new
STOCK MARKET
representatives to the executive
council-Steve Hamrick and H.
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
Pat Hurley, both of Renton, today furnished to the ledger & TIrnes by
Buron Jeffrey of Murray, I. M.Simon Co. are as follow,:
Bourke Mantle, Jr., of Bardwell, ad Michael S. Peek of
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Brushes easily - dries dust
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For wood siding, doors and
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one coat
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